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CERTAIN EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS IN TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUPS 
o. Introduction 
The general object of this thesis is to study certain 
equivalence relations defined on a semigroup, in particular, 
to study certain equivalence relations defined on semigroups 
of single-valued transformations. We are interested in semi-
groups of transformations partly because every semigroup has 
as homomorphic image a semigroup of transformations (and hence 
a subsemigroup of a transformation semigroup of degree n 
for some n). This is a well-known fact, analogous to the 
Cayley Theorem on abstract groups, but we shall give a brief 
proof in Section I. Section 1 is devoted to definitions and 
basic concepts. In Section 2 we prove some theorems concern-
ing certain equivalence relations defined on a transformation 
semigroup of degree n. In Section 3 we present some results 
concerning the transformation semigroup T3 of degree 3. 
As an appendix, we have listed all subsemigroups of 
T3 and the minimal generating sets of each such subsemigroup. 
The regular subsemigroups of T3 are marked by an asterisk 
and the pseudo-inverses of each element of T3 are listed. 
1. Definitions and basic concepts 
A semigroup is a system consisting of a non-empty set 
closed under a single-valued binary associative operation 
which we call multiplication. The cardinal number of the set 
is called the order of the semigroupo For union, intersection, 
inclusion, proper inclusion, and the empty set we use u, f"I, 
~, c., and J2f, respectively. If 8 is a semigroup and 
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¢c81 ~ Sand Sl is closed under the semigroup operation, 
we say that 81 is a subsemigrouR of S; if 51 is a group 
we call Sl a subgroup of 5. We call 81 a proper subsemi-
group of S if 81 C S. We assume that the reader is 
acquainted with the algebra of sets. A non-empty subset of 
the set of elements of the semigroup S will be called a 
complex. If Ml and M2 are complexes in S then the 
product MIM2 is defined to be the set of all products mlm2 
where ml 8 Ml and m2 E M2. The relations MloM2M3 = MIM2oM3' 
Ml·(M2 u M3) = MIM2 u MIM3' (Ml v M2)oM3 = MIM3 u M2M3' 
MI· (M2 " M3) s: MIM2 " MIM3' (Ml" M2) °M3 ~ MIM3 " MiM3 
are well knownl and we shall use them constantly. 
A particularly important class of subsets of a semi-
group comprises ideals, left, right, and two-sided. A non-
empty subset L of a semigroup S is called a lef1-ideal in 
S if SL ~ L, and a non-empty subset R of S is called a 
right ideal if R5 5 R. If a subset 8 is both a left ideal 
and a right ideal we call it a two-sided ideal. Ideals of 
any of these three kinds are called proper ideals if they are 
properly contained in S. It is obvious that any left; right, 
or two-sided ideal of S is a subsemigroup of S, and that 
lSee, for example, P. Dubrei1, A1gebre (Paris: 
Gauthier-Villars, 1946), po 31. 
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if M is any complex in 8 then the complexes 8M, ME, and 8MB 
are, respectively, left, right, and two-sided ideals of 8, as are 
the complexes 8M u M, M v MB, and M u 8M u MS u 8MB, respec-
tivelyo In particular when M is a single element a we call 
the complexes 8a v a, a v a8, a u 8a u a8 v 8a8, the principal 
left, right, and two-sided ideals of 8, respectivelY7 generated 
£l a. If M is a left ~ight, two-sided] ideal of 8, and M 
is contained in a subsemigroup 81 of 8, then M is a left 
[right, two-sided] ideal of 81, and is said to be a left [right, 
two-Sided] subidealof 81 • However, a complex M ~81 may be 
an ideal of the semigroup 81 without being a subideal of 81' 
l.g., without being an ideal of 8. 
We shall consider certain equivalence relations, introduced 
by Green,2 that are definable in an arbitrary semigrouPQ Elements 
a and b of a semigroup 8 are said to be £ -equivalent (writ-
ten a L b) in 8 if they generate the same principal left ideal 
of S, and to be 0( -equivalent (written a ~ b) in S if they 
generate the same principal right ideal of S. We say that ele-
ments a and b of S are ~ -equivalent (written a ~b) in 8 
if there exists an element z e S such that a ~ z and z ~ b 
in S. It is almost obvious that the relations .c and ~ have 
the properties of reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity, and 
that J? is reflexive and transitive~ It is not so obvious that 
the relation ~ is symmetric; a proof may be found in Green's 
paper.3 Finally, a and b are ~ -equivalent in S if 
2Jo Ao Green, Annals of Mathematics 54 (1951), pp. 163-172. 
3Green, 2£0 cito, ppo 164-1650 
they are both J:.. - and d{ -equivalent in S. It is easily 
seen that if elements a and bare J -equivalent in S 
they are .c - and d{ -equivalent in S; and if they are 
£ -equivalent or ~ -equivalent in S then they are 
~ -equivalent in S. 
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We are interested primarily in semigrouRs of ~ansfor­
mations, 1.~., in semigroups of single-valued mappings of a 
set A into itself. The set A is cailed the domain of the 
mapping cP and the set A tp of images a'f (a subset of 
A) is called the rsngg of the mapping. The mapping that 
leaves every element of A fixed is called the identity 
mapping and a mapping that maps all elements of A into a 
single element is called a constant mapping. Transformations 
tp and cP of a domain A are equal provided that a" = a \fI 
for every a E Ae The p'roduct of q and qI (in that 
order) is defined to be the mapping (flJl such that 
a( cP '" ) = (a rp) '" for every a e Ao It is well known4 that 
this multiplication of mappings is associative and that, 
therefore, under this operation, the class of all transfor-
mations of the set A is a semigroup. If the cardinal number 
of A is n we call this semigroup the transformation ~i­
groyp, of degree n and we denote it by Tn. If A is a 
finite set we find it convenient to represent it by the set 
4Birkhoff and MacLane, ! SurveI of Modern Algebra (New 
York: MacMillan, 1953), p. 120. 
(1, 2, ••. , n) of positive integers 
transformation If of A by if:: 
we represent a 
... n ) 
• •. an 
This representation of a transformation is similar to that 
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commonly used for a permutation of A; however, a transforma-
tion of A need not be one-to-one as in the case of a permu-
tation. Although it is convenient to represent the elements 
of A by positive integers, we shall call these elements 
letters in order to emphasize the fact that A is an abstract 
set in which no relations or operations are defined. 
To prove that every semigroup has a homomorph among 
the transformation semigroups, we may proceed as follows. 
With each a E S we associate the transformation (right 
translation) 'fa defined by xtpa:: xa for all x S S. 
Then x Cfab :: x·ab :: xa-b :: ex 'fa)·b :: (x CPa) <Pb :: x- 'faCPb 
for all xes. Hence if a -+ cP a and b ....... " b then 
ab----1'Cfa Cf'b' l.g-, the correspondence a--+CPa is a homo-
morphism of S onto the semigroup of all right translations 
of S, which is in turn a subsemigroup of the semigroup of 
all transformations of S. 
The homomorphism need not be an isomorphism, as one may 
see by considering any semigroup S in which, for some dis-
tinct elements a and b, xa = xb for all x S S (gogo, 
the semigroup Sc discussed below). 
An element a of a semigroup S is called a regular 
element (or an inversive element) of S ifaxa :: a for 
some x E So If every element of S is regular then S is 
said to be a regular semigroup5 (or an inversive semigroup6). 
If a e Sand axa = a and xax ~ x for some xeS then 
6 
x is called a pseudo-inverse of a. Any regular element has 
at least one pseudo-inverse; indeed, ifaxa = a then the 
element y = xax is a pseudo-inverse of a. The most familiar 
semigroup in which every regular element has a unique pseudo-
inverse is a group; other examples exist, however. 
A subset M of a semigroup S is said to generate S 
if every element of S is a product of positive integral 
powers of elements of M. If S is generated by a single 
element then S is called a cyclic semigroup. If at least 
one element of a generating set M of S is a product of 
powers of other elements of M, then M is said to be a 
dependent generating ~! of S; otherwise, it is called an 
independent generating set of S. Given a generating set M 
with cardinal number m, we say that M is a minimal generat-
ing set of S if S has no generating set with cardinal 
number less than m. It is clear that any finite minimal 
generating set is independent; the converse, however, does 
not hold even in finite groups. 
5J. Von Neumann, Proc. Nat. Acado Sci., 22 (1936), 
p. 708. Von Neumann's definition is stated for rings, but 
since the notion is purely multiplicative it may be applied 
at once to semigroups. 
6Gabriel Thierrin, Comptes Rendus ~o Sci., 232 
( 1951), p. 376. 
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2. Certain equivalenc~ relations ~ Tn 
Lemma 1. Let S be a semigroup and let a, b e S. Then 
a.e b if and only if either a = b or else Sa = Sb, a e Sa, 
and b e Sb. 
Proof. Suppose a ~ b, l.g., Sa v a = Sb v b. If 
a ~ b then a e Sb and b e Sa, whence a = sIb and 
b = s2a for some sl, s2 8 S. Hence if s 8 S then 
sa = sSlb i Sb, whence Sa ~ Sb, and sb = sS2a e Sa, whence 
Sb - Sa. Therefore Sa = Sb and a £ Sa and b & Sb. 
Conversely, if a = b then a £ b is immediate; hence 
suppose Sa = Sb, a e Sa, and b e Sb. Then Sa v a = Sa 
and Sb v b = Sb, whence Sa v a = Sb u b, l.~., a ~ b. 
CorollarI. If a; Sa then a is JC-equivalent in S to 
no other element of S. 
By left-right duality we obtain the following lemma 
and corollary. 
Lemma g. Let S be a semigroup and let a, b e S. Then 
a~ b if and only if either a = b or else as = bS, a e as, 
and b £ bS. 
CorollarI. If a, as then a is ~-equivalent in S to 
no other element of S. 
Lemma 1. Let S be a subsemigroup of a semigroup T, and 
let a.f b [a Ol. b, a 2J b] in S. Then a.c b [a lR. b, a ~ b] 
in T. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, if a! b in S then either 
(1) a = b or (2) Sa = Sb, a £ Sa, and b e Sb. If a = b 
it is immediate that a t b in T; hence suppose (2) holds. 
Let t £ T. Then from a & Sa and Sa = Sb we obtain 
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ta £ tSa = tSb ~ Tb, whence Ta ~ Tb; and from b & Sb and 
Sa = Sb we have tb & tSb = tSa ~ Ta, whence Tb = Ta. 
Therefore Ta = Tb, and we have shown that a £ b in S 
implies a £ b in T. A similar proof shows that a~ b in 
S implies aCR.b in T. Finally, suppose a ~ b in S· ,
then there is an element z & S such that a l z in Sand 
z R b in S. It follows at once from what we have just 
proved that a £ z in T and z ~ b in T, whence a ~ b 
in T. 
The converse of Lemma 3 is not necessarily true, as is 
shown by the following example, which is a subsemigroup of 
T3' Let us denote this subsemigroup, which we shall use in 
other counter examples to follow, by Sc< 
B03 B04 COl CO2 
B03 COl CO2 COl CO2 
Sc: B04 COl CO2 COl CO2 
COl COl CO2 COl CO2 
CO2 COl CO2 COl CO2 
From the multiplication table of T3 it is easily verified 
that B03 and B04 are both £- and 61. -equivalent in T3' 
but they are not even l)-equivalent in the subsemigroup 
shown above. 
For any t e Tn' let the range of t be denoted by Rt. 
For any set M, let the cardinal number of M be denoted by 
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= M. We state without proof the following obvious lemmas and 
corollary. 
Lemmg, ~o If t, t' e Tn then Rtt' S Rt' . 
Lemmg, 2:- If t, t' e Tn then Rtt, ~ Rt . 
Corollau· If t, t' & Tn then Rtt , ~ min [Rt, Rt J -
Theorem 1. If two elements of a subsemigroup S of Tn are 
[~equi valent in S then they have the same range. 
Proof. Let a, b Eo S, a £. b in S. Then 
Sa u a = Sb v b. If a = b, the result is immediate. If 
a ~ b then, for some s & S, a = sb. By Lemma 4, Ra = Rsb ~ Rb. 
Similarly, RbS Ra. Therefore Ra = Rb. 
Theorem 1 fails if dl.. is substituted for £, even 
if S = Tn. From the multiplication table of Sc (given 
under Lemma 3) it is easily seen that COl and CO2 are 
at -e qui val en t in Sc, but they do not have the same range. 
If S = Tn, in particular T3 , we see from the multiplication 
table of T3 that BOl (1{ B07' but they do not have the same 
range. 
Theorem g. If two elements of Tn have the same range then 
they are .r. -equivalent in Tn. 
Proof. Let a, b e Tn' Ra = Rb. Since Tn contains 
an identity element, aeTna and b ~ Tnb. Hence a £ b if 
and only if Tna = Tnb. To prove that Tna S Tnb, we let 
ta be an arbitrary element of Tna and proceed to define a 
transformation t' e T n such that ta = t'b. For each 
i = 1, ••• , n, let the images of i under ta, t', and b 
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be ci, xi' and bi , respectively 0 Since Rta ~ Ra s;;, Rb , 
each ci occurs at least once among the bi. For each i, 
select one such occurrence, say bj = ci' and define xi to 
be j. Then the image of i under t'b is ci- With this 
definition of t', ta = t'b and we have, when such a t' has 
been found for each t E Tn' Tna ~ Tnb. Similarly, Tnb ~ Tna. 
Hence Tna = Tnb, whence a £ b. 
Theorem 2 fails if d{ is substituted for !. The 
elements BOI and B03 of T3 have the same range, but 
from the multiplication table of T3 we see that they are 
not ~-equivalent. 
If two elements of a subsemigroup S of Tn have the 
same range they are not necessarily I-equivalent in S. 
Consider the elements B03 and B04 of Sc" From the 
multiplication table of Sc we see that B03 and B04 are 
not £ -equivalent. 
Corollar,I. Two elements of Tn are .£ -equi valen t in Tn 
if and only if they have the same range. 
We remark that, in the special case T = Tn' the part 
of Lemma 3 that refers to [-equivalence is an immediate 
consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. 
Lemma 6. If two elements of a subsemigroup S of Tn are 
j) -equi valent in S then they have the same rank. 
Proof. Let a, b e s, a.f)b in S. Then there is an 
element z e S such that a £ z in S and zlR.b in S. 
By Theorem 1, Ra = Rz • If z = b then Rz = Rb and we 
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actually have Ra = Rb. If z # b then, by Lemma 2, z = bs 
for some s £ S. But, by Lemma 5, Hz = =nbs Ei: Rbo Similarly, 
by Lemma 2, b = zs' for some s' t S and so, by Lemma 5, 
Rb = Rzs I :E. Rz . Therefore Rz = Rb, and from Ra = Rz it 
follows that Ra = Rbo The converse of Lemma 6 is not neces-
sarily true. Again consider the elements B03 and B04 of 
Sc' From the multiplication table of Sc we see that B03 
is £-equivalent to no element of Sc except itself, but 
B03 is not ~ -equivalent to B04' Hence, there is no 
element z E Sc such that B03 £ z and z ~ B04' However, 
the converse of Lemma 6 does hold (and is our Lemma 8) in the 
special case S = Tn' 
Corollary. If two elements of a subsemigroup S of Tn are 
either £ -equivalent or ~ -equivalent in S then they have 
the same rank. 
Definition. Transformations a - (1 2 .•. n) and 
al a2 ... an 
b - (1 2 ... n ) 
- bl b2 ••• bn 
are said to be similar provided that 
ai = aj if and only if bi = bj. 
Lemma 2· If z and b are elements of Tn having the same 
rank, and if z = bx for some x £ Tn, then z and bare 
similar. 
The hypothesis z = bx may be written 
... n) (1 2 
••• zn = bl b2 ... n ) (1 2 ••• n ) bn Xl x2 o. 0 Xn 
Let r = Hz = Rb • If r = 1, the conclusion is immediate. 
We shall assume henceforth that r > 10 
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We show first that if zi = Zj then bi = bj. Suppose, 
to the contrary, that for some i and j (1 ~ i < j $i n) 
zi = Zj but bi # bj. Without loss of generality, we may 
re-label the letters 1, 2, 0 •• , n (i.go, we may re-arrange 
the columns of the transformation symbols) so that i = 1 and 
j = 2. Let m = zl = z2; then the number of distinct letters 
other than m occurring in the sequence z3, z4, "0, zn is 
r - 1. Call these distinct letters PI, P2, ••• , Pr-lo We 
continue our re-1abe1ing so as to make z1+2 = Pi 
(i = 1,2, ••• , r-1). This accomplished, Z is represented 
by the symbol 
2 3 4 ••• r + 1 (; m P1 P2 ••• Pr-l r + 2 .... n ) c1 .•• cn-r-l ' 
in which the set Hz 





P2, •.• , Pr-1] consists of r 
(i = 1, 2, .•• , n r - 1). 
By our supposition, bl F b2; let u = bl and v = b2. Then 
the equality 
(
1 2 3 .. . 
m m Pl .. . 
Z = bx 
r + 1 
Pr-1 
(; 
in which u # v. By 
(i = 1, ... , r - 1) 
now reads 
2 ••• n ) = 
• •• cn- r -1 
2 3 ... n J (1 . . . u ••• v . .. 
v b3 ... bn Xl m ••• m ••• . . . 
Lemma 4, Rz !: Rx. Hence each 
occurs at least once among the 
(j = 1, . . . , n; u # j # v). In fact, since Pi is 





1, ••. , r - 1) 
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and u # j ~ v. Therefore b3' b4, .0., br+l is a sequence 
of r - 1 distinct letters and none of them is either u or 
v. Hence Rb contains the r + 1 distinct letters u, v, 
b3' ••• , br+l' contrary to the hypothesis Rb = Rz = r. 
To show that bi = bj implies zi = Zj' the hypothesis 
Hz - Rb is not needed. We need only observe that if i and 
j have the same image under b then they have the same image 
under bx, whence, by the hypothesis z = bx, they have the 
same image under z. 
We conclude that z and b are similar. 
Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition that two ele-
ments of Tn be at-equivalent in Tn is that they be similar. 
Proof of necessitl. Let z, b c Tn' Z ~ b in Tn. 
If z = b the conclusion is immediate. If z # b then, by 
Lemma 2, z = bx for some x e Tn. And, by the corollary to 
Lemma 6, z and b have the same rank. Hence, by Lemma 7, 
Z and b are similar. 
Proof of sufficiencl_ Let z and b be similar ele-
ments of Tn. First, we shall determine an element x e Tn 
such that z = bx. If a letter m occurs in the range of b, 
say as bi, we assign as the image of m under x the letter 
zi· If m occurs more than once as a b-image, say as Xi 
and as Xj' then by hypothesis zi = Zj; hence the image of 
m under x is uniquely determined. If a letter m does 
not occur in the range of b, we assign an arbitrary letter 
as the image of m under x. Now, for any i, the image of 
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i under bx is zi; hence Z = bx. In the same way we may 
determine an element y e Tn such that b = zy. But then, 
for any t & Tn' zt = bxt & bTn , whence zTn ~ bTn; and 
bt = zyt e zTn , whence bTn ~ zTn. Therefore zTn = bTn . 
And, since Tn contains the identity transformation, z·£ zTn 
and b & bTno Thus the conditions of Lemma 2 are fulfilled, 
and we conclude that z ~ b in Tn. 
Lemma~. If a and b are elements of Tn having the same 
rank r then a ~ b in Tn-
Proofo By hypothesis, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence q between the range of a and the range of b. 
Let us label the elements ho( of the range of a and the 
elements ko( of the range of b so that hot = kc( 
(0( = 1, . . . , r). We define a mapping z as follows. For 
any i (1 S i ::!S n) , if bi = kG( define zi to be hel( . 
From this definition it is immediate that Rz ~ Ra 0 Further-
more, to any he( S Ra there corresponds under q a letter 
kG( c. Rb' But ko( is the image under b of at least one 
letter i, and we have defined zi to be ho( • Hence ho{ 6 Rz · 
Therefore Ra ~ Rz 0 We now have Ra = Rz ' whence, by the 
corollary to Theorem 2, a £ z in Tn. 
To prove that z (Jl b we show first that zi = Zj 
implies bi = bjo This follows at once from the definition 
of z, for if bi = k4l( and bj = kl' and bi #. bj then 
d.#{J and so zl = h~ #., h,s = Zjo Conversely, if bi = bj - kot -
then zi = h = Zj' Hence zi = Zj if and only if bi = bj' q 
1.~., z and b are similar. By Theorem 3, then 
z rx. b in Tn' 
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From the definition of SU-equivalence it follows that 
a ~ b in Tn' 
From Lemmas 6 and 8 we have at once: 
Theorem ~_ Two elements of Tn are J?-equivalent in Tn if 
and only if they have the same rank. 
Theorem 2- The transformation semi group of degree n is a 
regular semigroup. 
Proof. For any a e Tn we must show that there exists 
an x £ Tn such that axa = a, lo~., 
Let us define x thus: (1) if j = ai for some i, let Xj 
be any i such that ai = j, (2) if j # ai for all i 
(i = 1, ••. , n) let Xj be any letter. Now, for any i, 
the image of i under axa is ai" Hence axa = a. 
Theorem Q. A regular element a of Tn has the same rank 
as any pseudo-inverse of a. 
Proof. Let a, x e Tn' axa = a, xax = x. Since 
axa = a, Ra = Ra •xa and by Lemma 4 Ra .xa ~ Rxa. By Lemma 5 
Rxa :S llx • N ow ~x = Rx. ax and by Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, 
= - = applied in that order, we have Rx . ax ~ Rax ~ Rao Hence, 
Ra = Ra •xa E Rxa ~ Rx = Rx .ax ~ Rax ~ Ra. Therefore, lta = lx-
Ifaxa = a for some a and x in Tn this does not 
imply that Ra = Rx. Examples: (For notation, see appendix) 
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(1) If B03 and - ~ Rx· a = x = A04 we have axa = a, but Ra 
(2) If a = B09 and x :; A02 Ra = we have axa = a, but ~ Rx· 
3. The transformation semigrou~ of degree three 
We have occasion frequently to think of the transfor-
mation semigroup of degree three, T3' as subdivided into five 
disjoint sets, 0(, fJl' (32, f33 and rzs ,where ~ is the 
set Q 0 0 , 06) of all mappings of the set 
{a, b, cJ onto itself; (31 is the set (Bi} (i = 01, 00., 06) 
of all mappings of the set (a, b, cJ into the set [a, b); 
(32 1s the set {Bil (1 = 07, o 0 ., 12) of all mappings of 
the set ta, b, cJ into the set ta, c}; (33 is the set 
[Bi} (1 = 12, I> I> • , 18) of all mappings of the set {a, b, c} 
into the set {b, c}; and 'lJ is the set {eil (i = 01, 02, 
of all mappings of the set {a, b, cJ into a single letter, 
a or b or c. 
We say that a letter x in a set A remains fixed 
lmder a transformation cp of A 1f xq = x. 
By an examination of the mappings that belong to each 
of the five disjoint sets, 0< , (31, f3 2, (33' and '0 , we see 
that there is only one mapping, the identity mapping AOl, 
that leaves every letter in the set (a, b, c} fixed. We 
also see that each of the sets, (J 1, (32, and (3 3 contains 
exactly two mappings that leave no letters fixed, two that 
leave one letter fixed and two that leave two letters fixed. 
Each mapping in rc1 leaves only one letter fixed. 
03) 
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Let us consider a subdivision of each ~i (i = 1,2,3) 
into three disjoint sets of two elements each, two mappings 
belonging to the same set if and only if they leave the same 
number of letters fixed. For example, in j3 1, BOI and B02 
belong to the same set since each mapping leaves two letters 
fixed, B03 and B04 belong to the same set since each mapping 
leaves one letter fixed, and B05 and Bo6 belong to the 
same set since each mapping leaves no letters fixedo Now 
BOIB02 = BOl, B02BOI = B02, Bel = BOl, and B82 = B02 0 Thus, 
in ,gl, the product of two mappings, each of which leaves two 
letters fixed, is a mapping leaving two letters fixed 0 tnd 
B01B03 = B02B03 = COl' B03BOI = B03B02 = B03' 
B01B04 = B02B04 = C02, B04BOI = B04B02 = B04. Thus the product 
of a mapping in III leaving two letters fixed by a mapping 
in (31 leaving one letter fixed is a mapping (either in (31 
or in 0) leaving one letter fixed. These examples are 
instances of the following general statements, which may be 
verified by reference to the multiplication table of T3= 
(1) a product of two mappings in the same fi -class is either 
in that #-class or is one of two elements of ~ ; (2) the 
number of letters left fixed by a product of mappings belong-
ing to the same ~-class is determined by the numbers of 
letters left fixed by the given mappings, and is independent 
of the order in which the mappings are multiplied. Further-
more, if at least one factor in a product of mappings is in 
~ then the product is in '3. If to a (i-class we adjoin 
the appropriate pair of elements of "1 (adjoin 
C02 to (J l' COl and C03 to (3 2, C02 and to 
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and 
we obtain a set of eight elements which is a subsemigroup of 
T3' Each such semigroup of order 8 may be partitioned into 
three subsets, the set 0 consisting of two elements leaving 
no letter fixed, the set 1 of four elements leaving one 
letter fixed, and the set 2 of two elements leaving two 
letters fixed. For example, in the semigroup {~l' COl, C02} 
the set 0 consists of B05 and B06, the set 1 consists 
of B03' B04, COl, C02, and the set 2 consists of BOI and 
Bo2. From the foregoing remarks and the multiplication table 
of T3 it follows that, for each such semigroup of order 8, 
the correspondence that associates with each element of the 
semigroup the set (0, 1, or 2) containing it is a homomorphism 
of the semigroup onto the commutative semigroup of order 3 
whose multiplication table is 
012 
o 2 1 0 
1 III 
2 0 1 2 
The three semigroups of order 8 are in fact isomorphic to 
one another, corresponding elements appearing on the same 
line in the following array_ 
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BOI B07 B13 
B02 BOB B14 
B03 B09 B15 
B04 BIO B17 
B05 Bll B16 
B06 B12 BIB 
COl COl CO2 
CO2 C03 C03 
Lemma 2. In each ~ -class there is at least one subset S 
of order 3 that generates a subsemigroup of T3 containing 
tha t ~ -class. 
Proof. Let us consider f> 1 ~ We need only to show 
that we can find one set S of three elements in fi 1 such 
that every element in PI is either an element of S or a 
product of powers of elements of S. From the multiplication 
table for T3 
B03B05 = B04· 
element of the 
elements in S. 
taining (61-
Lemma 10. Any 
(3 -class (3i 
(3 i' 
we see that B052 = BOl' B062 = B02 and 
Hence, every element in (31 is either an 
set S = [B03, B05, B061 or is the product of 
Therefore, S generates a subsemigroup con-
Similarly for j3 2 and f3 3 . 
set S containing exactly five elements of a 
generates a subsemigroup of T3 that contains 
Proof. Again, consider ~l. It is sufficient to show 
that the element of 131 that is not in S is a product of 
powers of the other five elements of }9l. 
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Suppose B01;' S. Since there are only six elements 
in J9l, obviously B05 e S. Now, B052 = B01- Hence, S 
generates a subsemigroup containing BOl and therefore con-
taining Pl- Similarly, we may show that any Bi t Pl is 
the product of powers of the other five elements in f$l: 
B062 = B02 ' B04- B05 = B03' B03,B05 = B04' B01-B06 = B05 and 
B02- B05 = B06- Therefore, S generates a subsemigroup of T3 
that contains Pl- Similarly for f3 2 and f3 3-
Theorem 2: Any subsemigroup of T3 generated by a set S 
of six elements that contains either four, five, or six ele-
ments of one fj -class can be generated by a set of five or 
fewer elements, provided that S containa no Ai_ 
The proof of this theorem will consist of three cases: 
(1) S contains six elements of one p-class, (2) S con-
tains five elements of one p-class, and (3) S contains 
four elements of one f3 -class. Only in the last case shall 
we need to consider subcases_ We prove the theorem for the 
/J -class fJl; similar proofs hold for the other fj -classes. 
Case 1: S = /31- Let S' be the subsemigroup of T3 
generated by S (= (31)· By Lemma 9, there is a subset R 
(of order 3) of S that generates a subsemigroup R' of 
!3 containing S. Since S Sit R', S t ~ R t. But, since 
R c; S, R' Gi. Sf. Therefore Rf = S', 1.~., the set R of 
three elements generates the same subsemigroup as S. 
~ g: S contains exactly five elements of )91' 
Let Sl be the set of five elements in )91 and let 
x be the sixth element in S. By Lemma 10 we know that Sl 
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generates a subsemigroup containing ~l. Hence, as in Case 1, 
81 and PI generate the same subsemigroup. But, by Case 1 
there is a set R of three elements of )91 that generates 
the same subsemigroup as (310 Therefore, the sets 81 and 
R generate the same subsemigroup of T3' whence 81 u x and 
R u x generate the same subsemigroup of T30 But 8 = 81 u x. 
Hence R u x generates the same subsem1group as 8; and since 
R v x contains at most four elements, the theorem is proved 
in Case 2. 
Case 3.: 8 contains exactly four elements of PI" 
Subcase 1,: S contains two mappings (B03' B04) in f3l 
that leave one letter fixed and two mappings (BOl, B02) that 
leave two letters fixed. It is easily seen from the multi-
plication table for T3 that the set ~l n S is independent 
and does not generate a subsemigroup containing ~l. 
Let us consider a fifth element x in S; it must be 
ei ther a Bi in f3 2 or (33' or a Ci in '0" If x is 
B07' B09' BIO, or Bll then, since B07B04 = BllB03 = B05 and 
B09B04 = BlOB03 ., B06, (/11" S) u x generates a subsem1group 
8i containing five elements of f?l* But then, by Lemma 10, 
(3 1 ~ 8i" Since (~l f) S) u x 1: /31 u x, 8i is contained in 
the subsemigroup genera ted by f3 1 u x. But, since fj 1 ~ Si 
and x s Si, the subsemigroup generated by J9l u x 1s con-
tained in Si. Hence Si is exactly the subsemigroup gen-
erated by (31 u x. But now, as in Case 1, there is a set R 
of three elements of ~l which generates the same subsemigroup 
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R' that j3l generates, whence R v x generates the same 
subsemigroup as PI v x. Therefore R v x generates S:1' 
whence, if y 1s the sixth element of S, R vxuy and 
(PI" S) u x vy generate the same subsemigroup of T3 · 
But S = (,81 1'\ S) u x u y, and R u x u y is a set of at 
most five elements. Thus the theorem is proved in Subcase 1 
provided S contains at least one of the four elements B07' 
B09' BlO' Bll-
If S contains either B08 or B12 then S is 
dependent since B08BOI = B03 and B12BOl = B04-
If S contains no element of (32 but contains at 
least one element of ~ 3' the foregoing argument may be 
repeated with the substitution of B13' B15' B17' B16, B14' 
B18 for BO?' B09' BlO' Bll' B08l B12' respectively_ 
Finally, if S contains np element of f32 or /33 
then it must contain two elements of ~, and so must contain 
either COlor C02 0 But then S is dependent, for 
BOlB03 = COl and BOlB04 = C02- This completes the proof 
for Subcase 1. 
Subcase g: S contains two mappings (B03' B04) in 131 
that leave one element fixed and two mappings (B05, B06) in 
~l that leave no elements fixed. Since 0 0 0 = 2, Sl (= j9l n S) 
genera tes a subsemigroup Si containing five elements of (3l' 
and hence, by Lemma 10) containing f3 l' As in Case 1, there 
is a set R of three elements of /31 that generates S:1-
Therefore, letting x and y be the other two elements of 
8, 81 u x u y 
of T30 But 
five elements. 
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and R v x v y generate the same subsemigroup 
8 = Sl u x u y and R u x v y is a set of 
Thus the theorem is proved in 8ubcase 20 
8ubcase l= S contains two mappings (B07' B06) in 
J91 that leave no elements fixed and two mappings (BOl, B02) 
in 131 that leave two elements fixed. 
Since, BO~ = BOl' 8 is a dependent generating seto 
SUbcase!: S contains one mapping Bi f (31 which 
leaves no elements fixed, both mappings that leave one element 
fixe~ and one Bj that leaves two elements fixed. 
Since 0 0 0 = 2, Bi2 is a mapping that leaves two ele-
ments fixed~ If Bi2 = Bj' then S is dependent. If Bi2 
is not an element of S then S generates a subsemigroup 
containing five elements in )91' and by 8ubcase 2 the sub-
semigroup generated by 8 can be generated by a set of five 
or fewer elements. 
Subcase 2= 8 contains one mapping Bi in 131 
that leaves no elements fixed, one mapping that leaves one 
element fixed,and both mappings that leave two elements fixed. 
Since 0 0 0 = 2, Bi2 is a mapping that leaves two ele-
ments fixed. But S contains both mappings in ~l that 
leave two elements fixed. Hence, S is a dependent set. 
8ubcase 2: S contains two mappings (B0 7, B06) that 
leave no elements fixed, one mapping that leaves one element 




Since B052 = B01 and B062 = B02, 8 is a dependent 
q.e.d. 
We have been unable to prove a theorem similar to 
Theorem 7 for which the generating set of six elements con-
tains fewer than four elements of a ~-class except by 
referring to the multiplication table of T3 for a large 
number of products. However, by actual computation of the 
subsemigroups of T3 generated by sets of n (n = 1, ••. , 6) 
elements we have found that every subsemigroup of T3 gen-
erated by a set of six elements can be generated by a set of 
five elements or fewer, if AOl is not one of the six. 
Theorem 8. If every subsemigroup of T3 generated by a set 
of six elements can be generated by a set of five elements or 
fewer, then every subsemigroup of T3 can be generated by a 
set of five elements or fewer. 
Proof. We shall use induction on the number n of 
elements in a generating set. 
Case 1. n = 7. Let 8 be a set of seven elements and 8' 
the subsemigroup of T3 generated by 8. Let 81 be a sub-
set of S containing exactly six elements of S, and Si the 
subsemigroup generated by 81 • We may write 8 = 81 u x, 
where x is the element of 8 not in 81. Now, since 8i 
is generated by a set of six elements, there is, by hypothesis, 
a set 82 of five elements or fewer that generates 8i. 
Therefore, the sets 81 and 82 generate the same subsemigroup 
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whence 81 u x and 82 u x generate the same subsemigroup of 
T3' But 8 = 81 u x. Hence 82 u x generates the same sub-
semigroup as 8. Now 82 u x contains at most six elements, 
whence, by hypothesis, there is a set of five elements or 
fewer that generates the same subsemigroup of T3 as 82 u x. 
Thus the theorem is proved in Case 10 
~ g: Assume that every subsemigroup generated by a set of 
n elements (7 < n < 27) can be generated by a set of five 
elements or fewer and consider a subsemigroup 8 1 generated 
by a set 8 of n + 1 elements. Let 81 be a set of n 
elements such that 81 c 8, and 8' 1 the subsemigroup generated 
by 81 • Let x be the element of 8 not in 81- By the 
assumption there is a set 82 of five elements or fewer that 
generates the same subsemigroup of T3 as 81. Hence, 81 u x 
and 82 u x generate the same subsemigroup of T3' But 
8 = 81 u x. Therefore, 82 U x generates the same subsemi-
group as 8. 8ince 82 contains five elements or fewer, 
82 u x contains at most six elementso But then, by hypo-
thesis, there is a set of five elements or fewer that generates 
the same subsemigroup of T3 as 82 u x. Therefore, the sub-
semigroup generated by 8 can be generated by a set of five 
elements or fewer. 
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In this appendix are listed the multiplication table 
of the transformation semigroup T3 of degree 3, and what 
the author believes to be all subsemigroups of T3 and the 
minimal generating sets of each such subsemigroup. The multi-
plication table of T3 was taken from a multiplication table 
of the transformation semigroup T4 of degree 4 in a thesis 
on'~domorphisms and Translations of SemigroupS-by E. E. Posey, 
multigraphed at the University of Tennessee in August 1949. 
We use the same notation for transformations as that used by 
Posey. Two mistakes found in the multiplication table of T4 
given by Posey have been corrected in this thesis. The regu-
lar subsemigroups of T3 are marked by an asterisk and the 
pseudo-inverses of each element of T3 are listed. Also the 
l., d?.-, ~-, and f) - structure of T3 is given. 
It would be futile to expect tabulations of this sort 
to be entirely free from errors. The author has checked his 
work repeatedly, and has rectified several mistakes, but 
others have doubtless escaped his notice. He will appreciate 
receiving oorrections from users of the tabulations. 
We have omitted from our list the subsemgroups of T~ 



















ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFORMATION SEMI GROUP OF DEGREE THREE 
(Mappings of the set (1, 2, 3) into itself) 
1 2 3 B02: 1 2 1 B09: 1 3 1 B16: 2 3 2 
1 3 2 B03: 1 1 2 B10: 3 1 3 B1?: 2 3 3 
2 1 3 B04: 2 2 1 B11: 3 1 1 B18: 3 3 2 
2 3 1 B05: 2 1 1 B12: 3 3 1 COl: 1 1 1 
3 1 2 B06: 2 1 2 B13= 3 2 3 CO2: 2 2 2 
3 2 1 B07: 1 3 3 B14: 2 2 3 c03 : 3 3 3 
1 2 2 BOB: 1 1 3 B15= 3 2 2 
PSEUDO-INVERSES OF EACH ELEMENT OF T3 
101 B04: B10 B11 B13 B15 B13 : B02 B04 B13 B14 
A02 B05: B05 B06 B10 B11 B14: B08 B10 B13 B14 
Ao3 B06: B05 B06 B16 B1? B15: B02 B04 B09 B12 
'05 B07: B01 B03 B07 B08 B16: B03 B06 B16 B18 
A04 BOS: BO? BOS B14 B17 B1?= B03 B06 BOB B10 
'06 B09: B01 B03 B15 B18 BIB: B09 B12 B16 BIB 
BOI B02 B07 B09 BIO: B04 B05 B14 B17 COl: COl CO2 C03 
BOI B02 B13 B15 Bl1: B04 BO 5 Bll B12 CO2: COl C02 C03 
B07 B09 B16 B17 B12: B11 B12 B15 BIB C03 : COl CO2 C03 
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THE f. -; OC-, !J-, AND [) - STRUCTURE OF T3 
Ai 
(1=01,0 ... ,06) 
B01,B05 B07,Bll B15,B17 
B02,B06 B09,BIO B13,B16 
B03,B04 BOS,B12 B14,B1S 
COl 1 C02 1 C031 
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THE TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP OF DEGREE THREE 
. AOI A02 A03 A04 A05 AOo BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 B07 BOB 
AOI AOI A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 B07 BOS 
A02 A02 AOI A04 A03 A06 A05 BOI B03 B02 B06 B05 B04 B07 B09 





A04 A06 A02 A05 AOI 
A05 A03 A06 AOI A04 
A06 A04 A05 A02 A03 
BOI B07 B05 B17 Bll 
A03 B04 B05 B02 B06 B03 BOI BI2 B09 
A02 B06 B03 B05 BOI B02 B04 BIO Bll 
AOI B04 Bo2 B05 BOI B03 B06 B12 Bll 
.... ,,,,,,,,,-
B15 BOI BOI COl CO2 B05 B05 B07 COl 
B02 B02 B09 B06 Bla BIO B13 B02 B02 Cal C02 B06 B06 B09 COl 
B03 B03 B08 B04 B14 B12 B18 B03 B03 COl C02 B04 B04 B08 COl 
B04 B04 B12 B03 B18 B08 B14 B04 B04 COl C02 B03 B03 B12 COl 
B05 B05 Bll BOI B15 B07 B17 B05 B05 COl C02 1301 BOI Bll COl 
B06 B06 BIO B02 B13 B09 B16 B06 B06 COl C02 B02 B02 BIO COl 
B07 B07 BOI B17 B05 B15 Bll BOI COl BOI B05 B05 C02 B07 1307 
B08 1308 1303 B14 B04 B18 B12 B03 COl B03 B04 B04 C02 B08 B08 
B09 B09 B02 B16 B06 B13 BIO B02 COl B02 BOb B06 C02 B09 B09 
BIO BIO B06 B13 B02 B16 B09 B06 COl B06 B02 B02 C02 BIO BIO 
1311 Bll B05 B15 BOI B17 B07 B05 COl B05 BOI BOI C02 Bll Bll 
B12 B12 B04 B18 B03 B14 B08 B04 COl B04 B03 B03 C02 B12 B12 
B13 B13 B16 BIO B09 B06 B02 C02 B02 B06 B02 COl B06 C03 BIO 
B14 B14 B18 B08 B12 B03 B04 C02 B04 B03 B04 COl B03 C03 B08 
B15 B15 B17 Bll B07 B05 BOI C02 BOI B05 BOI COl B05 C03 Bll 
B16 B16 B13 B09 BIO B02 B06 C02 B06 B02 B06 COl B02 C03 B09 
B17 B17 B15 B07 Bll BOI B05 C02 1305 BOI B05 COl BOI C03 B07 
B18 B18 B14 B12 B08 B04 B03 C02 B03 B04 B03 COl B04 C03 B12 
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THE TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP OF DEGREE THREE (continued) 
A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 AOo B()1 B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 B07 BOS 
COl COl COl C02 CO2 C03 C03 COl COl GOI CO2 C02 C02 COl COl 
CO2 CO2 C03 COl C03 COl C02 CO2 C02 COl C02 COl COl C03 COl 
C03 C03 C02 C03 COl CO2 COl CO2 Cal C02 COl COl C02 C03 C03 
THE TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP OF DEGREE THREE (continued) 
£09 BlO Bll B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 £17 B18 COl C02 C03 
AOI B09 BIO Bll B12 B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 B18 COl C02 C03 
Ao2 B08 B12 Bll BlO B18 B16 B15 B14 B17 B13 COl C02 C03 
A03 Bll B07 B09 B12 B17 B14 B16 B15 B13 B18 COl C02 C03 
A04 Bll B07 B08 BIO B17 B16 B14 B15 B18 B13 COl C02 C03 
A05 B08 B12 B09 B07 B18 B15 B16 B14 Bl.3 B17 COl C02 C03 
A06 B09 BIO B08 B07 B13 B15 B14 B16 B18 B17 COl C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bll Bll C03 B15 C02 B15 B17 B17 C03 COl C02 C03 
B02 B09 BIO BIO C03 B13 C02 B13 B16 BIb C03 COl C02 C03 
B03 B08 B12 B12 C03 B18 C02 B18 B14 B14 C03 COl C02 C03 
B04 B12 BOB B08 C03 B14 C02 B14 B18 B18 C03 COl C02 C03 
B05 Bll B07 B07 C03 B17 C02 B17 B15 B15 C03 COl C02 C03 
B06 BI0 B09 B09 C03 B16 C02 B16 B13 B13 C03 COl C02 C03 
B07 COl C03 Bll Bll C03 B17 B15 C02 B17 B15 COl C02 C03 
B08 COl C03 B12 B12 C03 B14 B18 C02 B14 B18 COl C02 C03 
B09 COl C03 BIO BlO C03 B16 B13 C02 B16 B13 COl C02 C03 
BlO COl C03 B09 B09 C03 B13 B16 C02 B13 B16 COl C02 C03 
Bll COl C03 B07 B07 C03 B15 B17 C02 B15 B17 COl C02 C03 
B12 COl C03 B08 B08 C03 B18 B14 C02 B18 B14 Cal C02 C03 
. B13 B09 BID COl B09 B13 B13 C02 B16 C03 B16 COl C02 C03 
B14 B12 B08 COl B12 B14 B14 C02 B18 C03 BIB COl C02 C03 
B15 B07 Bll COl B07 B15 B15 C02 B17 C03 B17 COl C02 C03 
B16 BIO B09 COl BIO B16 B16 C02 B13 C03 B13 COl C02 C03 
B17 Bll B07 COl Bll B17 B17 C02 B15 C03 B15 COl C02 C03 
B18 B08 B12 COl B08 B18 B18 C02 B14 C03 B14 COl C02 C03 
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THE TRANSFORMATION SEMIGROUP OF DEGREE THREE (continued) 
B09 BIO BII Bl2 Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl6 Bl7 BIB COl C02 C03 
COl COl C03 C03 C03 C03 C02 C03 C02 C02 C03 COl CO2 C03 
CO2 C03 COl COl C03 CO2 C02 CO2 C03 C03 C03 COl CO2 C03 
C03 COl C03 COl COl C03 C03 C02 C02 C03 C02 COl C02 C03 
NOTE 
This table is extracted from Posey1s thesis (see intro-
duction to Appendix) except that the products A02B02 = B02 
and A06Bl3 = Bl7 have been corrected to read A02B02 ~ B03 
and A06Bl3 = B13. 
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SUBSEMIGROOPS OF T3 GENERATED BY ONE ELEMENT 
* AOI (AOl ) B09 COl (B09) 
* AOI A02 (Ao2) BIO C03 (BlO) 
* AOI A03 (A03) * B07 Bll (Bll) 
* AOI A04 A05 (A04) (A05) * B08 B12 (B12) 
* AOI A06 (A06) * B13 (B13 ) 
* BOI (BOl) * B14 (B14) 
* B02 (B02) B15 CO2 (B15) 
B03 COl (B03) * B13 B16 (B16) 
B04 CO2 (B04) B17 C03 (B17) 
* BOI B05 (B05) * B14 BIB (BIB) 
* B02 B06 (B06) " COl (COl) 
* B07 (B07) * CO2 (CO2) 
* BOB (BOB) * C03 (C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS 
Order 2 
* B01 B02 * BOB B14 
* B01 B07 * BOB COl 
* B01 COl * BOB C03 
* B01 CO2 * B13 B14 
* B02 B13 * B13 CO2 
* B02 COl * B13 C03 
* B02 CO2 * B14 CO2 
* B02 C03 * B14 C03 
* B07 BOB * COl CO2 
* B07 COl * COl C03 
* B07 C03 * C02 C03 
Order 3 
* A01 A02 COl (A02 COl) B01 B04 CO2 (B01 B04) 
* AOl A03 C03 (A03 C03) * BOl B14 CO2 (BOl B14) 
* A01 A06 CO2 (A06 CO2) B01 B14 CO2 (BOl B1,) 
B01 B03 COl (B01 B03) * B01 C02 C03 (B01 C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 3 (continued) 
B02 B03 COl (B02 B03) B08 BIO C03 (B08 BIO) 
B02 B04 CO2 (B02 B04) * B08 COl CO2 (B08 CO2) 
* B02 B08 COl (B02 B08) B09 COl C03 (B09 C03' 
B02 B09 COl (B02 B09' BIO B13 C03 (BIO B13) 
B03 B08 COl (B03 B08) BIO COl C03 (BIO COl) 
B03 COl CO2 (B03 CO2' B13 Bl5' CO2 (B13 Bl 5') 
B04 B14 CO2 (B04 B14) B13 B17 C03 (B13 B17) 
B04 COl CO2 (B04 COl' * B13 COl C03 (B13 COl) 
B07 B09 COl (B07 B09) B14 Bl5' CO2 (B14 Bl 5') 
B07 BIO C03 (B07 BIO' B14 B17 C03 (B14 B17) 
* B07 B13 C03 (B07 B13) * B14 COl CO2 (B14 COl) 
B07 B17 C03 (B07 B17) Bl5' C02 C03 (Bl5' C03) 
* B07 C02 C03 (B07 CO2) B17 C02 C03 (B17 CO2) 
B08 B09 COl (B08 B09) 
Order 4 
* AOI Ao2 BOI B07 (A02 BOl) (A02 B07) 
* AOI A02 C02 C03 (A02 CO2) (A02 C03) 
* AOI A03 B08 B14 (A03 B08) (A03 B14) 
* AOI A03 COl CO2 (A03 COl) (A03 CO2) 
* AOI '06 B02 B13 (106 B02) (A06 B13) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 4 (continued) 
* AOl Ao6 COl C03 (A06 COl) (A06 C03 ) 
* BOl B02 B05 B06 (BOl B06) (B02 Bo5) (B05 106) 
BOl B03 BOB COl (BOl BOB) 
* BOl B05 BO? Bll (Bo5 BO?) (Bo5 Bll) (BOl Bll) 
BOl Bl3 B15 CO2 (BOI Bl3) 
BOl Bl? C02 C03 (BOl Bl?) 
* BOl B05 COl CO2 (B05 COl) (B05 CO2) 
B02 B04 B14 CO2 (B02 B14) 
* B02 B06 B13 B16 (B06 Bl3) (B02 Bl3) (B06 Bl 6) 
* Bo2 Bo6 COl CO2 (Bo6 COl) (B06 CO2) 
B02 BO? B09 COl (B02 BO?) 
B02 BlO COl C03 (B02 BIO) 
B03 B04 COl CO2 (B03 B04) 
B03 B14 COl CO2 (B03 Bl4) 
B03 COl C02 C03 (B03 C03) 
B04 BOB COl CO2 (B04 BOB) 
B04 COl C02 C03 (B04 C03) 
* BO? BOB Bll Bl2 (BO? Bl2) (BOB Bll) (Bll B12) 
* BO? Bll COl C03 (Bll COl) (Bll C03) 
BO? Bl4 Bl? C03 (BO? B14) 
BO? Bl5 C02 C03 (BO? Bl5) 
B08 BlO Bl3 C03 (B08 B13) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 4 (continued) 
* B08 B12 B14 B18 (B08 B18) (B12 B14) (B12 B18) 
* B08 B12 COl C03 (B12 COl) (B12 C03) 
B09 B10 COl C03 (B09 B10) 
B09 B13 COl C03 (B09 B13) 
B09 COl C02 C03 (B09 CO2) 
B10 COl CO2 C03 (B10 CO2) 
* B13 B14 B16 B18 (B13 B18) (B14 B16) (B16 B18) 
* B13 B16 C02 C03 (B16 CO2) (B16 C03) 
* B14 B18 C02 C03 (B18 CO2) (B18 C03) 
B15 B17 CO2 C03 (B15 B17) 
B15 COl C02 C03 (B15 COl) 
B17 COl C02 C03 (B17 COl) 
Order 5' 
* B01 B02 B07 B09 COl (B01 B09) 
* B01 B02 B13 B15 CO2 (B02 B15) 
* B01 B03 B07 B08 COl (B03 BO?) 
* B01 B04 B14 B15 CO2 (B14 B15) 
* B01 B05 B14 COl CO2 (B05 B14) 
* B01 B05 COl C02 C03 (B05 C03) 
* B01 B14 B18 C02 C03 (B01 B18) 
* B02 B03 B08 B09 COl (B03 B09) 
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 6 
Order 5 (continued) 
* B02 B04 B13 B14 CO2 (B04 B13) 
* B02 B06 B08 COl CO2 (B06 BOS) 
* B02 B06 COl C02 C03 (B06 C03) 
* B02 B08 B12 COl C03 (B02 B12) 
* B02 BIS COl C02 C03 (B02 BlS) 
* B07 B08 B14 B17 C03 (BOS B17) 
* B07 BIO B13 B17 C03 (BIO B17) 
* B07 Bll B13 COl C03 (Bll B13) 
* B07 B13 B16 C02 C03 (B07 B16) 
* B07 Bll COl C02 C03 (Bll CO2) 
* BOB BIO B13 B14 C03 (BIO B14) 
* B08 B12 COl CO2 C03 (B12 CO2) 
* B13 B16 COl C02 C03 (B16 COl) 
* B14 BIB COl C02 C03 (B18 COl) 
(A02 A03 ) (A02 A04 ) (A02 AO,) 
(A02 A06) (A03 A04 ) 
(A03 AO,) (A03 A06) 
(A04 A06) (AO, A06) 
(A02 BO,) (A02 Bll ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 6 (continued) 
AOI A02 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 
* AOI A03 BOI B02 B05 B06 
AOI A03 B03 B04 COl CO2 
* AOI A03 BOS Bl2 Bl4 BIS 
* AOI A04 A05 COl CO2 C03 
* AOI A06 B02 B06 Bl3 Bl6 
* AOI A06 B07 BOS BII Bl2 
AOI A06 B09 BIO COl C03 
BOI B03 B04 B05 COl C02 
B02 B03 B04 B06 COl C02 
* B02 B06 BOS Bl2 COl C03 
B07 B09 BIO BII COl C03 
BOS B09 BIO Bl2 COl C03 
Bl3 Bl5 Bl6 Bl7 902 c03 
Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 BIS C02 C03 
(A02 B13 ) (A02 B14 ) (A02 B16) 
(A02 BIS) 
(A02 B15) (A02 B17 ) 
(A03 BOI ) (A03 B02 ) (A03 B05) 
(A03 B06) 
(A03 B03) (A03 B04) 
(Ae3 B12) (A03 BIS) 
(A04 COl) (A04 CO2 ) (A04 C03 ) 
(A05 COl) (A05 CO2) (A05 C03 ) 
(A06 B06) (A06 B16) 
(A06 B07 ) (A06 BOS) (A06 BII ) 
(A06 B12) 
(A06 B09) (A06 BIO) 
(B03 B05) (B04 B05) 
(B03 B06) (B04 B06) 
(B06 B12) 
(B09 BII) (BIO BII) 
(B09 B12) (BIO B12) 
(B15 B16) (B16 B17) 
(B15 BIS) (B17 BIS) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 
* AOI A02 B02 B03 (A02 B02) (A02 B03) (A02 BOB) (A02 B09) 
BOB B09 COl 
* AOI A03 B07 BIO (A03 B07) (A03 BIO ) (A03 B13 ) (A03 B17) 
Bl3 Bl7 C03 
* AOI Ao6 BOI B04 (A06 BOI ) (A06 B04 ) (A06 B14) (A06 B15) 
Bl4 Bl5 CO2 
BOI B03 B04 B05 (B05 BOB) 
BoB COl CO2 
* BOI B03 Bl4 Bl7 (B03 B17) 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B05 Bl4 BIB (BO, BIB) 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B05 Bl5 Bl7 (B05 BI,) (BO, B17) 
COl C02 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl5 Bl6 (BOI B16) 
. Bl7 C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 (B06 B14) 
Bl4 COl CO2 
* B02 B04 BOB BIO (B04 BIO) 
COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B09 BIO (B06 B09) (B06 BIO) 
COl C02 C03 
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order Z (continued) 
B02 B07 B09 BlO (B02 Bll) 
Bll COl C03 
B03 B04 B08 Bl2 (B03 Bl2) (B04 Bl2) 
COl C02 C03 
B03 B04 Bl4 Bl8 (B04 Bl8) (B03 Bl8) 
COl C02 C03 
* B07 B09 Bl3 Bl5 (B09 Bl5) 
COl C02 C03 
* B07 Bll Bl3 Bl6 (Bll Bl5) (Bll Bl7) 
COl C02 C03 
B07 Bll Bl5 Bl7 (Bll Bl 5) (Bll Bl 5) 
COl CO2 C03 
B07 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 (B07 Bl 8) 
Bl8 CO2 C03 
Bo8 B09 BlO Bl2 (Bl2 Bl3) 
Bl3 COl C03 
B09 BlO Bl3 Bl6 (B09 Bl 6) (BlO Bl 6) 
COl C02 C03 
Order 8 
BOl B03 B04 B08 Bl2 COl C02 C03 
BOl B05 Bl3 Bl5 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
(BOl Bl 2) 
(B05 Bl3 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order B (continued) 
B02 B06 B07 B09 BIO COl C02 C03 
B07 Bll B14 B15 B17 COl C02 C03 
B07 Bll B15 B17 BIB COl C02 C03 
BOB B09 BIO B13 B16 COl CO2 C03 
Order 9 
BOl B03 B04 B05 BOB B12 COl C02 C03 
BOI B05 B13 B15 B16 B17 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 B14 BIB COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B07 B09 BIO Bll COl C02 C03 
BOB B09 BIO B12 B13 B16 COl C02 C03 
Order 11 
* BOI B02 B05 B06 B07 B09 (Eol BlO) 
BIO Bll COl CO2 C03 
* BOI B02 B05 Bo6 B13 B15 (B02 B17) 
B16 B17 COl C02 C03 
* BOI B03 B04 B05 B07 BOB (B03 BII) 
Bll B12 COl C02 C03 
* BOI B03 B04 B05 B14 B15 (B03 B15) 










(B05 B09) (B05 BlO) 
(B06 B15) (B06 B17) 
(B04 B07) (B04 Bll) 
(B04 B17) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY TWO ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 11 (continued) 
• B02 B03 B04 B06 B08 B09 
B10 B12 COl C02 C03 
• B02 B03 B04 B06 B13 B14 
B16 B18 COl CO2 C03 
• B07 B08 Bll B12 B14 B15 
B17 B18 COl C02 C03 
• B07 B09 BIO Bll B13 B15 
B16 B17 COl C02 C03 
• B08 B09 B10 B12 B13 B14 
B16 B18 COl CO2 C03 
Order 13 
• A01 A02 B02 B03 B04 B06 B08 
B09 B10 B12 COl C02 C03 
• 101 A03 B07 B09 BIO Bl1 B13 
B15 B16 B17 COl CO2 C03 
• Ao1 A06 BOl B03 B04 B05 B14 
B15 B17 B18 COl C02 C03 
Order ~ 
(B03 B10) (B04 B09) 
(B03 B13) (B03 B16) (B04 B16) 
(B08 B15) (B12 B15) (B12 B17) 
(B09 B17) (BIO B15) 
(B09 B14) (B09 B18) (BIO B18) 
(102 B04) (102 B06) 
(102 B10) (102 B12) 
(103 B09) (103 B11) 
(A03 B15) (103 B16) 
(106 B03) (A06 B05) 
(A06 B17) (106 B18) 
• A01 A04 105 B1 Cj (A04 Bi), 1 = 01, ••• ,18 
(1 = 01, ••• ,18; j • 01,02,03) (A05 Bi)' 1 = 01, ••• ,18 
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS 
* BOI B02 COl 
* BOI B02 CO2 
* BOI B07 COl 
* BOI COl CO2 
* B02 B13 C02 
* B02 B13 C03 
* B02 COl C02 
* B02 COl C03 
* B02 C02 C03 
* B07 BOB COl 
Order i 
BOI B02 B03 COl 
BOI B02 B04 CO2 
* BOI B02 C02 C03 
BOI B03 COl CO2 
BOI B04 B14 CO2 
BOI B04 COl CO2 
* BOI B07 C02 C03 
BOI B14 B15 CO2 
* BOI B14 COl CO2 
'" BOI B14 C02 C03 
Order 3 
* B07 BOB C03 
* B07 COl C03 
'" BOB B14 C03 
'" BOB COl C03 
* B13 B14 C02 
* B13 B14 C03 
* B13 C02 C03 
* B14 C02 C03 
* COl C02 C03 
(BOI B02 B03) 
(BOI B02 B04) 
(BOI B02 C03) 
(BOI B03 CO2) 
(BOI B04 B14) 
(BOI B04 COl) 
(BOI B07 CO2) (BOI B07 C03 ) 
(BOI B14 B15) 
(BOI B14 COl) 
(BOI B14 C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 4 (continued) 
BOl B15 C02 C03 (BOl B15 C03) 
* BOl COl C02 C03 (BOl COl C03) 
B02 B03 B08 COl (B02 B03 B08) 
B02 B03 COl CO2 (B02 B03 CO2) 
B02 B04 COl CO2 (B02 B04 COl) 
B02 B08 B09 COl (B02 B08 B09) 
* B02 B08 COl CO2 (B02 B08 CO2 ) 
* B02 B08 COl C03 (B02 B08 C03) 
B02 B09 COl C03 (B02 B09 C03) 
* B02 B13 COl C03 (B02 B13 COl) 
B03 B08 COl CO2 (B03 B08 CO2) 
B04 B14 COl CO2 (B04 B14 COl) 
BO? B08 B09 COl (BO? B08 B09) 
BO? B08 BIO C03 (BO? B08 BIO) 
BO? B09 'COl C03 (BO? B09 C03) 
BO? BIO B13 C03 (BO? BIO B13) 
BO? BIO COl C03 (BO? BIO COl) 
BO? B13 Bl? C03 (BO? B13 Bl?) 
* BO? B13 COl C03 (BO? B13 COl) 
* BO? B13 C02 C03 (BO? B13 CO2) 
BO? Bl? C02 C03 (BO? Bl? CO2) 
* BO? COl C02 C03 (BO? COl CO2) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order ~ (continued) 
BOB B09 COl C03 (BOB B09 C03) 
BOB B10 COl C03 (BOB B10 COl) 
* BOB B14 COl CO2 (BOB B14 COl) (BOB B14 CO2) 
* BOB COl CO2 C03 (BOB C02 C03) 
B10 B13 COl C03 (B10 B13 COl) 
B13 B14 B15 CO2 (B13 B14 B15) 
B13 B14 B17 C03 (B13 B14 B17) 
B13 B15 C02 C03 (B13 B15 C03 ) 
B13 B17 C02 C03 (B13 B17 CO2) 
* B13 COl CO2 C03 (B13 COl CO2) 
B14 B15 C02 C03 (B14 B15 C03) 
B14 B17 C02 C03 (B14 B17 CO2) 
* B14 COl C02 C03 (B14 COl C03) 
Order 5' 
* A01 A02 B01 B07 COl (A02 B01 COl) (A02 B07 COl) 
* A01 A02 COl C02 C03 (A02 COl CO2 ) 
* A01 A03 BOB B14 C03 (A03 BOB C03 ) (A03 B14 C03 ) 
* A01 A03 COl CO2 C03 (A03 COl C03 ) (A03 C02 C03 ) 
* A01 A06 COl CO2 C03 (A06 COl CO2) (Ao6 CO2 C03 ) 
BOI B02 B03 BOB COl (B01 B02 BOB) 
B01 B02 B04 B14 CO2 (B01 B02 B14) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order i (continued) 
BOl B03 B04 COl CO2 (BOl B03 B04 ) 
BOl B03 B14 COl CO2 (BOl B03 B14) 
BOl B03 COl C02 C03 (BOl B03 C03) 
BOl B04 COl C02 C03 (BOl B04 C03) 
BOl B07 B15 C02 C03 (BOI B07 B15) 
BOI B07 B17 C02 C03 (BOl B07 B17) 
BOI B03 BOS COl CO2 (BOl BOS CO2) 
BOI B13 B14 B15 CO2 (BOl B13 B14) 
BOI B13 B15 C02 C03 (BOI B13 C03 ) 
BOI B14 B17 C02 C03 (BOI B14 B17) 
BOI B15 B17 C02 C03 (BOI B15 B17) 
BOl B15 COl CO2 C03 (BOI B15 COl) 
BOl B17 COl C02 C03 (BOI B17 COl) 
B02 B03 B04 COl CO2 (B02 B03 B04) 
B02 B03 COl CO2 C03 (B02 B03 C03) 
B02 B04 BOB COl CO2 (B02 B04 BOB) 
B02 B04 COl C02 C03 (B02 B04 C03) 
B02 B07 BOB B09 COl (B02 B07 BOS) 
B02 B07 B09 COl C03 (B02 B07 C03) 
B02 BOS B10 COl C03 (B02 BOB BIO) 
B02 B09 BIO COl C03 (B02 B09 BIO) 
B02 B09 B13 COl C03 (B02 B09 B13) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
B02 B09 COl C02 C03 (B02 B09 CO2) 
B02 BIO Bl3 COl C03 (B02 BlO B13) 
B02 BIO COl C02 C03 (B02 BIO CO2) 
B02 B04 Bl4 COl CO2 (B02 Bl4 COl) 
B03 B04 BOB COl CO2 (B03 B04 BOB) 
B03 B04 Bl4 COl CO2 (B03 B04 B14) 
B03 B04 COl CO2 C03 (B03 B04 C03) 
B03 BOB Bl4 COl CO2 (B03 BOB B14) 
B03 BOB COl CO2 C03 (B03 BOB C03) 
B03 Bl4 COl CO2 C03 (B03 Bl4 C03) 
B04 BOB Bl4 COl CO2 (B04 BOB B14) 
B04 BOB COl C02 C03 (B04 BOB C03) 
B04 B14 COl C02 C03 (B04 Bl4 C03) 
B07 BOB BIO Bl3 C03 (B07 BOB B13) 
* B07 BOB COl C02 C03 (B07 BOB CO2 ) 
B07 B09 BIO COl C03 (B07 B09 BIO) 
B07 B09 Bl3 COl C03 (B07 B09 B13) 
B07 B09 COl C02 C03 (B07 B09 CO2) 
B07 BIO COl C02 C03 (B07 BIO CO2) 
B07 Bl3 Bl4 Bl7 C03 (B07 Bl3 B14) 
B07 Bl3 BI, C02 C03 (B07 Bl3 BI,) 
B07 Bl4 Bl7 C02 C03 (B07 Bl4 CO2) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
B07 Bl2 Bl7 CO2 C03 (B07 Bl5 B17) 
B07 Bl5 COl C02 C03 (B07 Bl5 COl) 
* B07 Bl4 Bl6 C02 C03 (B07 Bl6 CO2) (B07 Bl6 C03) 
B07 Bl7 COl C02 C03 (BO? Bl7 COl) 
B08 B09 BIO COl C03 (B08 B09 BIO) 
B08 B09 COl C02 C03 (B08 B09 CO2) 
BOB BIO COl C02 C03 (B08 BIO CO2) 
B08 BIO Bl3 COl C03 (BOB Bl3 COl) 
B09 BIO Bl3 COl C03 (B09 BIO B13) 
B09 BIO COl C02 C03 (B09 BIO CO2) 
B09 Bl3 COl C02 C03 (B09 Bl3 CO2) 
BIO Bl3 COl C02 C03 (BIO Bl3 CO2) 
* Bl3 Bl4 COl C02 C03 (B13 Bl4 cOIJ 
Bl3 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 (B13 Bl5 B17) 
Bl3 Bl5 COl C02 C03 (B13 Bl5 COl) 
Bl3 Bl7 COl C02 C03 (B13 Bl7 COl) 
Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 (B14 Bl5 B17) 
Bl4 Bl2 COl C02 C03 (B14 Bl2 COl) 
Bl4 Bl7 COl C02 C03 (B14 Bl7 COl) 
Bl2 Bl7 COl C02 C03 (E15 Bl7 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 6 
BOl B03 B04 BOB COl C02 
* BOl B02 B05 B06 COl C02 
BOl B07 Bl3 Bl5 C02 C03 
BOl B07 Bl4 Bl7 C02 C03 
BOl B03 BOB Bl4 COl CO2 
BOl B03 BOB COl CO2 C03 
BOl Bl3 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 
BOl Bl3 Bl5 COl C02 C03 
* BOl Bl4 BlB COl C02 C03 
* BOl B02 Bl3 Bl5 C02 C03 
* BOl B05 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 Bl4 COl CO2 
B02 B04 BOB Bl4 COl CO2 
B02 B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
* B02 B06 BOB COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 B09 BlO COl C03 
B07 Bl3 Bl6 COl C02 C03 
(A02 BOl CO2) (A02 BOl C03) 
(A02 B07 C02) (A02 B07 C03) 
(A03 BOB COl) (A03 BOB C02) 
(A03 Bl4 CO2) (A03 Bl4 COl) 
(BOl B04 BOB) 
(BOl B06 COl) (BOl Bo6 C02) 
(B02 B05 COl) (B02 B05 C02) 
(B05 B06 COl) (B05 B06 CO2 ) 
(BOl B07 Bl3) 
(BOl B07 Bl4) 
(BOl BOB Bl4) 
(BOl BOB C03) 
(BOl Bl3 Bl7) 
(BOl Bl3 COl) 
(BOl BlB COl) 
(B02 Bl5 C03) 
(B05 Bl4 C03) 
(B02 B03 Bl4) 
(B02 BOB Bl4) 
(B02 Bl4 C03) 
(B06 BOB C03) 
(B02 B07 BlO) 
(B07 Bl6 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 6 (continued) 
B02 B07 B09 Bl3 COl C03 
B02 B07 B09 COl C02 C03 
B02 B08 BIO Bl3 COl C03 
B02 B08 Bl2 COl C02 C03 
* B07 B08 BII B12 COl C03 
* B07 BII Bl3 COl C02 C03 
B07 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 
* B07 Bl4 Bl6 COl C02 C03 
B07 Bl4 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
BOS B09 BIO Bl3 COl C03 
B08 BIO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
* B13 Bl4 Bl6 Bl8 C02 C03 
Order 7 
AOI A02 Bl5 Bl7 
COl C02 C03 
(B02 B07 B13) 
(B02 B07 C02) 
(B02 B08 B13) 
(B02 Bl2 C02) 
(B07 Bl2 COl) (B07 Bl2 C03) 
(B08 BII COl) (B08 BII C03) 
(BII Bl2 COl) (BII Bl2 C03) 
(BII Bl3 C02) 
(B07 Bl4 B15) 
(B07 Bl6 COl) 
(B07 Bl4 COl) 
(B08 B09 B13) 
(B08 Bl3 C02) 
(B13 Bl8 C02) (B13 Bl8 C03) 
(B16 Bl8 C03) (B14 Bl6 C02) 
(B14 Bl6 C03) (B16 Bl8 C02) 
(B13 Bl8 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS '(continued) 
Order Z (continued) 
AOI A03 B03 B04 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B02 B03 B07 
Boa B09 COl 
* BOI B02 B04 Bl3 
Bl4 Bl5 C02 
* BOI B02 B05 B06 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B02 B07 B09 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B02 Bl3 Bl5 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B04 B05 
Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B03 B04 B05 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B03 B07 BOB 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B04 Bl4 Bl5 
COl C02 C03 
* BOI B05 B07 BII 
COl C02 C03 
(BOI B03 B09 ) (BOI Boa B09) (B02 B03 B07) 
(B03 B07 B09) 
(BOI B04 B13) (B02 B04 B15) (B02 Bl4 B15) 
(B04 Bl3 B15) 
(BOI B06 C03) (B02 B05 C03) (B05 B06 C03) 
(BOI BII COl) (BOI BII CO2 ) (BOI BII C03 ) 
(B05 B07 COl) (B05 B07 Co2) (B05 B07 Co3 ) 
(B05 BII COl) (B05 BII Co2) (B05 BII C03 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 7 (continued) 
BOI B14 Bl5 Bl7 (BOI Bl4 ) (BOI Bl5 B18) (BOI Bl7 BIS) 
Bl8 C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 Bo6 (B03 B06 Boa) (B04 B06 B08) 
B08 COl CO2 
B02 B03 B04 Bo6 (B03 B06 C03 ) (B04 B06 C03) 
COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B08 B09 (B03 B09 Co2) (B03 B09 C03) 
COl CO2 C03 
* B02 B04 Bl3 Bl4 (B04 Bl3 COl) (B04 Bl3 Co3 ) 
COl CO2 C03 
* B02 B06 B08 Bl2 (B06 B08 B12 ) (B06 Bl2 Co2 ) 
COl CO2 C03 
* B02 B06 Bl3 Bl6 (B02 Bl6 COl) (B02 Bl6 CO2 ) (B02 Bl6 C03 ) 
COl CO2 C03 (B06 Bl3 COl) (B06 Bl3 CO2 ) (B06 Bl3 C03 ) 
(B06 Bl6 COl) (B06 Bl6 CO2) (B06 Bl6 C03) 
B02 B08 B09 BIO (B02 B09 B12) (B02 BIO B12) 
Bl2 COl C03 
* BOZ B08 BIO Bl3 (BOZ BIO B14 ) (B08 BIO BIZ) (BOS Bl3 BIZ) 
Bl4 BIZ C03 (BIO Bl4 BIZ) 
* BoZ B08 BII Bl2 (BOZ Bl2 CO2) (B08 BII CO2) (BII Bl2 CO2) 
COl C02 C03 
* BOZ B08 Bl4 BIZ (B08 BIZ COl) (B08 BIZ CO2 ) 
COl CO2 C03 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 7 (continued) 
BO? B09 BIO BII (B09 BII B13 ) (BIO BII B13 ) 
Bl3 COl C03 
BO? B09 BIO BII (B09 BII CO2 ) (BIO BII CO2) 
COl CO2 C03 
* BO? BIO Bl3 BI? (BIO BI? COl) (BIO BI? CO2 ) 
COl CO2 C03 
BO? Bl3 BI5' Bl6 (BO? BI5' B16) (BO? Bl6 BI ?) 
BI? CO2 C03 
B08 B09 BIO Bl2 (B09 B12 CO2 ) (BIO Bl2 CO2 ) 
COl CO2 C03 
* B08 BIO Bl3 Bl4 (BIO B14 COl) (BIO Bl4 CO2) 
COl C02 C03 
* B08 Bl2 B14 Bl8 (B08 Bl8 COl) (B08 BIB CO2) (B08 Bl8 C03 ) 
COl C02 C03 (B12 Bl4 COl) (B12 Bl4 CO2 ) (B12 Bl4 C03 ) 
(B12 Bl8 COl) (B12 Bl8 CO2) (B12 Bl8 C03) 
* Bl3 Bl4 Bl6 B18 (B14 Bl6 COl) (B16 Bl8 COl) 
COl CO2 C03 
Bl3 BI5' Bl6 BI? (BI 5' Bl6 COl) (B16 BI? COl) 
COl C02 C03 
Bl4 BI5' BI? Bl8 (BI5' Bl8 COl) (BI? Bl8 COl) 
COl CO2 C03 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order . § 
AOI A02 BOI B07 B15 
B17 CO2 C03 
* AOl A02 B13 B14 B16 
ElB C02 C03 
* AOI A03 BOI B02 B05 
B06 COl CO2 
AOI A03 B03 B04 B08 
B14 COl CO2 
AOI A06 B02 B09 BlO 
B13 COl C03 
* AOI A06 B07 BOB Bll 
B12 COl C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 
B06 COl C02 
BOI B03 B04 B05 BOB 
COl C02 C03 
(A02 BOI B15) (A02 BOI B17 ) 
(A02 B07 B15) (A02 B07 B17) 
(A02 B13 CO2 ) (A02 B13 C03 ) 
(A02 B14 CO2 ) (A02 B14 C03) 
(A02 B16 C03 ) (A02 B18 C03 ) 
(A02 B16 C02) (A02 BIB CO2) 
(A03 BOI COl) (A03 BOI C02) 
(A03 B02 COl) (A03 B02 C02) 
(A03 B05 COl) (A03 B05 CO2 ) 
(A03 B06 COl) (A03 B06 CO2 ) 
(A03 B03 BOB) (A03 B03 B14 ) 
(A03 B04 BOB) (A03 B04 B14 ) 
(A06 B02 B09 ) (A06 B02 BIO ) 
(A06 B09 B13 ) (A06 BlO B13 ) 
(A06 B07 COl) (A06 B07 C03) 
(A06 BOB COl) (A06 BOB C03) 
(A06 Bll COl) (A06 Bll C03) 
(A06 B12 COl) (A06 B12 C03 ) 
(BOI B03 B06) (BOI B04 B06) 
(B02 B03 B05) (B02 B04 B05) 
(B03 B05 B06) (B04 B05 B06) 
(B05 BOB C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 8 (continued) 
BOI B03 B04 B05 B08 (B05 B08 B14) 
Bl4 COl CO2 
BOI B03 B04 Bl4 Bl8 (BOI B03 B18) (BOI B04 BIB) 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B05 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 (B05 Bl4 B15) (B05 Bl4 B17) 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bl3 Bl5 Bl6 (BOI B07 B16) 
Bl7 C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 (BOI B07 BIB) 
Bl8 CO2 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl5 Bl6 Bl7 (BOl Bl6 COl) 
COl CO2 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 B08 (B06 B08 B14 ) 
Bl4 COl CO2 
B02 B03 B04 B06 Bl4 (B06 Bl4 C03) 
COl CO2 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B08 Bl2 (B02 B03 Bl2) (B02 B04 B12) 
COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 Bl4 Bl8 (B02 B03 Bl8) (B02 B04 Bl8) 
COl C02 C03 (B02 Bl4 Bl8) 
B02 B06 B08 B09 BlO (B06 B08 B09) (B06 B08 BlO) 
COl C02 C03 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order B (continued) 
B02 BO? B09 BIO BII 
Bl3 COl C03 
B02 BO? B09 BIO BII 
COl CO2 C03 
B02 BOB B09 BIO Bl2 
Bl3 COl C03 
BO? BOB B09 BIO BII 
Bl2 COl C03 
BO? B09 BIO Bl3 Bl6 
COl C02 C03 
BO? BII Bl3 Bl5 BI? 
COl C02 C03 
BO? Bl4 Bl5 BI? BIB 
COl C02 C03 
BOB B09 BIO Bl2 Bl3 
COl C02 C03 
Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl6 BI? 
BIB CO2 C03 
(BO? B09 B12 ) (BO? BIO B12) 
(BOB B09 BII) (BOB BIO BII) 
(B09 BII B12) (BIO BII B12) 
(BO? B09 B16) (BO? BIO B16) 
(B13 Bl5 BIB) (B13 BI? BIB) 
(B14 Bl5 B16) (B14 Bl6 BI ?) 
(B15 Bl6 BIB) (B16 BI? BIB) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Ql:der 2 
* AOI A02 A03 A04 A05 
A06 COl CO2 C03 
* AOI A02 BOI B02 B03 
B07 B08 B09 COl 
* AOI A02 B02 B03 B08 
B09 COl C02 C03 
(A02 A03 COl) (A02 A03 CO2 ) 
(A02 A03 C03 ) (A02 A04 COl) 
(A02 A04 CO2) (A02 A04 C03) 
(A02 A05 COl) (A02 A05 CO2 ) 
(Ao2 A05 C03) (A02 A06 COl) 
(A02 A06 CO2 ) (A02 A06 C03 ) 
(A03 A04 COl) (A03 A04 CO2 ) 
(A03 A04 C03 ) (A03 A05 COl) 
(A03 A05 CO2 ) (A03 A05 C03 ) 
(A03 A06 COl) (A03 A06 CO2 ) 
(Ao3 Ao6 C03 ) (A04 Ao6 COl) 
(A04 A06 CO2) (A04 A06 C03) 
(A05 Ao6 COl) (A05 A06 CO2 ) 
(A05 A06 C03) 
(A02 BOI B02 ) (A02 BOI B03 ) 
(A02 BOI B08) (A02 BOI B09) 
(A02 B02 B07 ) (A02 B03 B07 ) 
(A02 B07 B08) (A02 B07 B09) 
(Ao2 B02 CO2) (A02 B02 C03) 
(A02 B03 CO2) (A02 B03 C03) 
(A02 B08 CO2 ) (A02 B08 C03 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
* AOI A02 BOI B05 B07 
BII COl C02 C03 
* AOI A02 Bl3 Bl4 B16 
BIB COl C02 C03 
* AOI A03 BOI B02 B05 
B06 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A03 B07 BOB BIO 
Bl3 Bl4 Bl7 C03 
* AOI A03 B07 BIO Bl3 
Bl7 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A03 BOB Bl2 Bl4 
BIB COl CO2 C03 
* AOI A06 BOI'B02 B04 
Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 C02 
(A02 B05 COl) (A02 B05 CO2) 
(A02 B05 C03) (A02 BII COl) 
(A02 BII CO2 ) (A02 BII C03) 
(A02 Bl3 COl) (A02 Bl4 COl) 
(A02 Bl6 COl) (A02 BIB COl) 
(A03 BOI C03) (A03 B02 C03 ) 
(A03 B05 C03 ) (A03 B06 C03 ) 
(A03 B07 BOB) (A03 B07 B14 ) 
(A03 BOB BIO) (A03 BOB B13) 
(A03 BOB B17) (A03 BIO B14 ) 
(A03 Bl3 B14 ) (A03 Bl4 B17) 
(A03 B07 COl) (A03 B07 CO2) 
(A03 BIO COl) (A03 BIO C02) 
(A03 Bl3 COl) (A03 Bl3 CO2 ) 
(A03 Bl7 COl) (A03 Bl7 C02) 
(A03 Bl2 COl) (A03 Bl2 CO2 ) 
(A03 Bl2 C03) (A03 BIB COl) 
(A03 BIB C02) (A03 BIB C03) 
(A06 BOI B02 ) (A06 BOI B13 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
* AOI A06 BOl B04 Bl4 
Bl5 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A06 B02 B06 B13 
Bl6 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A06 B07 B08 BII 
Bl2 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 
B06 B08 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 
B06 Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B08 
Bl2 COl CO2 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 Bl4 
Bl8 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B07 B09 B13 
B15 COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B04 B05 Bl4 
Bl8 COl CO2 C03 
* BOI B03 B07 B08 Bl4 
Bl7 COl C02 C03 
(A06 BOI C03 ) (A06 BOI COl) 
(A06 B04 COl) (A06 B04 C03) 
(A06 Bl4 COl) (A06 B14 C03 ) 
(A06 Bl5 COl) (A06 Bl5 C03 ) 
(A06 B06 COl) (A06 B06 C02) 
(A06 B06 C03) 
(A06 B07 CO2 ) (A06 B08 CO2 ) 
(A06 BII C02) (A06 Bl2 C02) 
(BOI B06 B08) (B02 B05 B08) 
(B05 B06 B08) 
(BOI B06 B14) (B02 B05 B14) 
(B05 B06 B14) 
(BOI B02 B12) 
(BOI B09 B13) (BOI B09 B15) 
(B02 B07 B15) (B02 B09 B15) 
(B03 B05 B18) (B04 B05 B18) 
(BOI B08 B17) (B03 B07 B14) 
(B03 B07 B17) (B03 B08 B17 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
BOI B05 B07 Bll B14 
B17 COl C02 C03 
BOl B05 BO? Bll B15 
B17 COl C02 C03 
BOI B05 Bl3 Bl4 B15 
Bl7 COl CO2 C03 
BOI B05 B14 Bl5 B17 
BIB COl CO2 C03 
BOI B13 Bl4 B15 B16 
B17 BIB CO2 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 BOB 
B12 COl C02 C03 
* B02 B04 BOB BIO B13 
B14 COl CO2 C03 
B02 B06 B07 BOB B09 
BIO COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 BOB B09 BIO 
B12 COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B09 BIO B13 
B16 COl C02 C03 
(BOI B1I B15) (BOI BII B17) 
(B05 BO? B15) (B05 B07 B17) 
(B05 Bll B15) (B05 BII B17) 
(B05 Bl3 B14) 
(BOI B13 BIB) (BOI B14 B16) 
(BOI B16 BIB) 
(B03 B06 B12 ) (B04 B06 B12 ) 
(B02 BIO B14) (B04 BOB B13) 
(B04 BIO B13) (B04 BIO B14) 
(B06 B07 BOB) 
(B02 B09 B16) (B02 BIO B16) 
(B06 B09 B13) (B06 B09 B16) 
(B06 BIO B13) (B06 BIO B16) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order .2 (continued) 
B02 BO? BOB B09 BIO 
Bll B12 COl C03 
BO] B04 BOB B12 B14 
BIB COl C02 C03 
B07 BOB B09 BIO Bll 
B12 B13 COl C03 
B07 BOB B09 BIO B13 
B16 COl C02 C03 
B07 B09 BIO Bll B13 
B16 COl C02 C03 
BO? BIO Ell B15 Bl? 
BIB COl C02 C03 
BO? Bll B13 B14 B15 
B17 COl CO2 C03 
BO? BII Bl3 B15 B16 
Bl? COl C02 C03 
BO? Bll B14 B15 Bl? 
BIB COl CO2 C03 
(B02 BO? B12) (B02 BOB Bll) 
(B02 Bll B12 ) 
(B03 BOS BIB) (B03 B12 B14 ) 
(B03 B12 BIB) (B04 BOB BIB) 
(B04 B12 B14) (B04 B12 BIB) 
(BO? B12 B13 ) (BOB Bll B13) 
(Bll B12 B13 ) 
(BO? BOB B16) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order lQ 
AOI A02 B13 B14 B15 B16 
B17 B18 C02 C03 
AOI A03 BOI B02 B03 B04 
B05 B06 COl CO2 
* AOI A06 BOI B02 B04 B13 
B14 B15' COl CO2 
AOI A06 B07 B08 B09 BI0 
Bll B12 COl C03 
B01 B03 B04 B08 B12 B14 
B18 COl C02 C03 
B01 B05 B07 Bll B13 B15 
B17 COl C02 C03 
B01 B05 B07 Bll B14 B15 
B17 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B08 B12 B14 
B18 COl CO2 C03 
(A02 B13 B15) (A02 B13 B17) 
(A02 B15 B16) (A02 B15 B18) 
(A02 B14 B15) (A02 B14 B17) 
(A02 B16 B17) (A02 B17 B18) 
(A03 B01 B03) (A03 BOI B04) 
(A03 B03 B05) (A03 B03 B06) 
(A03 B02 B03 ) (A03 B02 B04') 
(A03 B04 B05) (A03 B04 B06) 
(A06 B02 B04 ) (A06 B02 B14) 
(A06 B02 B15) (A06 B04 B13 ) 
(A06 B09 B11) (A06 B09 B12 ) 
(A06 B10 B11 ) (A06 B10 B12) 
(A06 B07 B09) (A06 B07 B10) 
(A06 B08 B09 ) (A06 B08 B10) 
(B01 B08 B18) (B01 B12 B14) 
(B01 B12 B18) 
(BOI Bll B13) (B05 B07 B13) 
(B05 B11 B13) 
(BOI B11 B14) (B05 B07 B14) 
. (B05 B11 B14) 
(B02 B08 B18) (B02 B12 B14) 
(B02 B12 B18) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order lQ (continued) 
B02 B06 BO? B09 BIO BI3 
BI6 COl CO2 C03 
B02 B06 Boa B09 BIO Bl3 
Bl6 COl CO2 C03 
Order :1.1 
AOI A02 BOI B05 BO? BII 
B15 Bl7 COl CO2 C03 
AOI A03 B03 B04 Boa Bl2 
Bl4 BIS COl C02 C03 
AOI A06 B02 B06 B09 BIO 
Bl3 Bl6 COl CO2 C03 
BOI B03 B04 B05 BOS B12 
Bl4 BIS COl C02 C03 
BOl B05 Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl6 
BI? BIS COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 Bo6 BOB Bl2 
Bl4 BIS COl CO2 C03 
B02 B06 BO? BOS B09 BIO 
BII Bl2 COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B08 B09 BIO Bl2 
BI3 Bl6 COl C02 C03 
(B02 BO? B16) (B06 BO? B13 ) 
(B06 BO? B16) 
(B02 BoS B16) (B06 BOS B13) 
(B06 BOS B16) 
(A02 B05 B15) (A02 B05 BI?) 
(A02 BII B1 5) (A02 BII BI ?) 
(A03 B03 B12) (A03 BO] BIS) 
(A03 B04 B12 ) (A03 B04 BIS) 
(A06 B06 B09) (A06 B06 BIO) 
(B05 Bl2 B14 ) (B05 BOS BIS) 
(B05 Bl2 BIS) 
(B05 Bl3 BIS) (B05 Bl4 B16) 
(B05 Bl6 BIS) 
(B06 BOS BIS) (B06 Bl2 B14) 
(B06 Bl2 BIS) 
(B06 BO? B12) (B06 BOS BII) 
(B06 BII B12) 
(B02 Bl2 B16) (B06 Bl2 B13) 
(B06 Bl2 B16) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELE~mNTS (continued) 
Qrqer 11 (continued) 
B07 Boa B09 BI0 Bli B12 
B13 B16 COl C02 C03 
B07 Bll Bl3 B14 BI5 BI6 
B17 BIB COl C02 C03 
Order 12 
AOI A02 BOI B07 B13 
Bl4 B15 B16 B17 
BIS CO2 C03 
AOI A03 BOI B02 B03 
B04 BO, B06 BOS 
B14 COl CO2 
AOI A06 B02 B07 BOB 
B09 BIO Bli B12 
B13 COl C03 
(B07 B12 B16) (BOS Bll B16) 
(Bll B12 B16) 
(Bll B13 BIS) (Bll B14 B16) 
. (Bll B16 BIS) 
(A02 BOl B13 ) (A02 BOI B14) 
(A02 BOI B16) (A02 BOI BlS) 
(A02 B07 B13) (A02 B07 B14) 
(A02 B07 BIb) (A02 B07 B18) 
(A03 BOI BOS) (A03 BOI B14) 
(A03 B02 BOS) (A03 B02 B14) 
(A03 B05 BOS) (A03 B05 B14 ) 
(A03 B06 BOS) (A03 B06 B14) 
(A06 B02 B07) (A06 B02 BOS) 
(A06 B02 Bll) (A06 B02 B12) 
(A06 B02 B12) (A06 B07 B13) 
(A06 BOS B13) (A06 Bll B13) 
(A06 B12 B13) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 12 
AOI A02 BOI B05 BO? Bll 
B13 B14 B15 B16 Bl? 
BIB COl C02 C03 
AOI A03 BOI B02 B03 B04 
B05 B06 BOB B12 B14 
BIB COl CO2 C03 
AOI A06 B02 B06 BO? BOB 
B09 BIO Bll B12 B13 
B16 COl CO2 C03 
* BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 
BO? BOB B09 BIO Bll 
B12 COl C02 C03 
(A02 B05 B13 ) (A02 B05 B14) 
(A02 B05 B16) (A02 B05 BlS) 
(A02 Bll B13 ) (102 Bll B14) 
(A02 Bll B16) (A02 Bll BIB) 
(A03 BOI B12 ) (A03 BOI BIS) 
(A03 B02 B12) (A03 B02 BIB) 
(A03 B05 B12) (A03 B05 BIB) 
(A03 B06 B12) (A03 B06 BIB) 
(A06 B06 BO?) (A06 B06 BOB) 
(A06 B06 Bll ) (A06 B06 B12) 
(BOI B03 BlO) (BOI B04 B09) 
(BOI B04 BlO) (BOI BOB BlO) 
(BOI B09 B12) (BOI BIO B12) 
(B02 B03 Bll) (B02 B04 BO?) 
(B02 B04 Bll) (B03 B05 B09) 
(B03 B05 BlO) (B03 B06 BO?) 
(B03 B06 Bll) (B03 BO? BlO) 
(B03 B09 Bll) (B03 BIO Bll) 
(B04 B05 B09 ) (B04 B05 BlO ) 
(B04 B06 BO?) (B04 Bo6 Bll ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELE~mNTS (continued) 
Order 15 (continued) 
(B04 B07 B09 ) (B04 B07 BIO ) 
(B04 B09 Bll) (B04 BIO Bll) 
(B05 B08 B09 ) (B05 BOB BIO ) 
(B05 B09 B12) (B05 BIO B12) 
* BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 (BOI E03 B13) (BOI B03 B16) 
B13 B14 B15 B16 E17 (B02 B03 B15) (B02 B03 B17) 
B18 COl C02 C03 (B02 B04 B17) (B02 B14 B17) 
(B02 B15 B18) (B02 B17 B18) 
(B03 B05 B13 ) (B03 B05 B16) 
(B03 B06 B15) (B03 B06 B17) 
(B03 B13 B15) (B03 B13 B17) 
(B03 B15 B16) (B03 B16 B17) 
(B04 B05 B13 ) (B04 B05 B16) 
(B04 B06 B15) (B04 B06 B17) 
(B04 B13 B17) (B04 B15 B16) 
(B04 B16 B17) (B06 B14 B15) 
(B06 B14 B17) (B06 B15 B18) 
(B06 B17 B18) 
* BOI B02 B05 B06 B07 B09 (BOI B09 B16) (BOI B09 B17) 
BIO Bll B13 B15 B16 (BOI BIO B13 ) (BOI BIO B15) 
B17 COl CO2 C03 (B01 BIO B16) (B01 BIO B17) 
(B02 B07 B17) (B02 B09 B17) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 12 (continued) 
* BOl B03 B04 B05 B07 BOB 
Bll B12 B14 B15 B17 
B1B COl C02 C03 
(B02 B10 B15) (B02 B10 B17) 
(B02 Bll B15) (B02 Bll B17) 
(B05 B09 B13) (B05 B09 B15) 
(B05 B09 B16) (B05 B09 B17) 
(B05 B10 B13 ) (B05 B10 B15) 
(B05 B10 B16) (B05 B10 B17) 
(B06 B07 B15) (B06 B07 B17) 
(B06 B09 B15) (B06 B09 B17) 
(B06 B10 B15) (B06 B10 B17) 
(B06 Bll B15) (B06 Bll B17) 
(BOl BOB B15) (BOl B12 B15) 
(BOl B12 B17) (B03 B07 B15) 
(B03 B07 B1B) (B03 BOB B15) 
(B03 Bll B14) (B03 Bll B15) 
(B03 Bll B17) (B03 Bll B1B) 
(B03 B12 B15) (B03 B12 B17) 
(B04 B07 B14) (B04 B07 B15) 
(B04 B07 B17) (B04 B07 B1B) 
(B04 BOB B15) (B04 BOB B17) 
(B04 Bll B14) (B04 Bll B15) 
(B04 Bll B17) (B04 Bll B1B) 
(B04 B12 B15) (B04 B12 B17) 
(B05 BOB B15) (B05 BOB B17) 
(B05 B12 B15) (B05 B12 B17) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 15 (continued) 
* B02 B03 B04 B06 BOS B09 
BIO B12 B13 B14 B16 
BIS COl C02 C03 
* B07 BOS B09 BIO Bll B12 
B13 B14 B15 B16 B17 
BIS COl C02 C03 
(B02 B09 B14) (B02 B09 BlS) 
(B02 BIO BlS) (B03 BOS B13) 
(B03 BOS B16) (B03 B09 B14) 
(B03 B09 B16) (B03 B09 BlS) 
(B03 BIO B13) (B03 BIO B14) 
(B03 BIO B16) (B03 BIO BlS) 
(B03 B12 B13) (B03 B12 B16) 
(B04 BOS B16) (B04 B09 B13) 
(B04 B09 B14) (B04 B09 B16) 
(B04 B09 BlS) (B04 BIO B16) 
(B04 BIO BlS) (B04 B12 B13) 
(B04 B12 B16) (B06 B09 B14) 
(B06 B09 BlS) (B06 BIO B14) 
(B06 BIO BlS) 
(B07 B09 B14) (B07 B09 BlS) 
(B07 BIO BlS) (BOB B09 B15) 
(BOS B09 B17) (BOB BIO B15) 
(BOS B13 B15) (BOB B15 B16) 
(BOS B16 B17) (B09 Bll B14) 
(B09 Bll BlS) (B09 B12 B15) 
(B09 B12 B17) (B09 B14 B15) 
(B09 B14 B17) (B09 B15 BlS) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 15 (continued) 
Order l.Z 
* AOI A02 BOI B02 B03 
B04 B05 B06 B07 
BOS B09 BIO Bll 
B12 COl C02 C03 
(B09 B17 BlS) (BIO Bll B14) 
(BIO Bll BlS) (BIO B12 B15) 
(BIO B12 B17) (BIO B14 B15) 
(BIO B15 BlS) (BIO B17 BlS) 
(B12 B13 B15) (B12 B13 B17) 
(B12 B15 B16) (B12 B16 B17) 
(A02 BOI B04) (A02 BOI B06) 
(A02 BOI BlO ) (A02 BOI B12 ) 
(Ao2 B02 B05) (A02 B02 Bll) 
(A02 B03 B05) (A02 B03 Bll) 
(A02 E04 B05) (A02 B04 B07) 
(A02 B04 Bll) (A02 B05 B06) 
(A02 B05 BOS) (A02 B05 B09) 
(A02 E05 BlO) (A02 B05 B12) 
(A02 B09 Bll) (A02 B06 Bll) 
(Ao2 B07 BlO) (A02 BOS Bll) 
(A02 B09 Ell) (A02 BIO Bll) 
(A02 Bll B12) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 17 (continued) 
* A01 A02 B02 B03 B04 (A02 B02 B13) (A02 B02 B14) 
B06 BOS'B09 B10 (A02 B02 B16) (A02 B02 B1B) 
B12 B13 B14 B16 (A02 B03 B13) (A02 B03 B14) 
B1S COl C02 C03 (A02 B03 B16) (A02 B03 B1S) 
(A02 B04 B13 ) (A02 B04 B14) 
(A02 B04 B16) (A02 B04 B1S) 
(A02 B06 B13) (A02 B06 B14) 
(A02 B06 B16) (A02 B06 B1S) 
(A02 BOS B13) (A02 BOB B14) 
(A02 BOS B16) (A02 BOS B1S) 
(A02 B09 B13) (A02 B09 B14) 
(A02 B09 B16) (A02 B09 B1S) 
(A02 B10 B13) (A02 B10 B14) 
(A02 B10 B16) (A02 B10 B1S) 
(A02 B12 B13) (Ae2 B12 B14) 
(A02 B12 B16) (A02 B12 B1S) 
* A01 A03 B01 B02 B05 (A03 B01 B07) (A03 B01 B09) 
B06 B07 B09 B10 (A03 B01 B10) (Ae3 B01 B11) 
B11 B13 B15 BI6 (A03 B01 B13) (A03 B01 B15) 
" B17 COl C02 C03 (A03 B01 B16) (A03 B01 B17) 
(A03 B02 B07) (A03 B02 B09) 
(A03 B02 B10) (A03 B02 B11) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 12 (continued) 
(A03 B02 B13) (A03 B02 B15) 
(A03 B02 B16) (A03 B02 B17) 
(A03 B05 B07) (Ao3 BO 5 B09) 
(A03 B05 BIO) (A03 B05 BII ) 
(A03 B05 B13) (A03 B05 B15) 
(A03 B05 B16) ( AO 3 BO 5 B17) 
(A03 B06 B07) (A03 B06 B09) 
(A03 B06 BIO) (A03 B06 BII) 
(A03 B06 B13) (A03 B06 B15) 
(A03 B06 B16) (A03 B06 B17) 
* AOI A03 B07 BOB B09 (A03 B07 B12 ) (A03 B07 BIB) 
BIO BII Bl2 Bl3 (A03 BOB B09 ) (A03 BOB BII ) 
Bl4 Bl5 Bl6 Bl7 (A03 B08 B15) (A03 BOB B16) 
BIB COl C02 C03 (A03 B09 B12 ) (A03 B09 B14 ) 
(A03 B09 BIB) (A03 BIO B12) 
(A03 BIO BIB) (A03 BII B12) 
(A03 BII B14) (A03 BII BIB) 
(A03 Bl2 B13) (A03 Bl2 B15) 
(A03 Bl2 B16) (A03 Bl2 B17) 
(A03 Bl3 BIB) (A03 Bl4 B15) 
(A03 Bl4 B16) (A03 Bl5 BIB) 
(A03 Bl6 BIB) (A03 Bl7 BIB) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 17 (continued) 
* AOl A06 BOl B03 B04 
B05 B07 BOB Bll 
B12 B14 B15 B17 
B18 COl C02 C03 
Order 21 
(A06 BOl B07 ) (Ao6 BOl BOB) 
(A06 1301 Bll) (A06 BOl B12) 
(A06 B03 BO?) (A06 B03 BOB) 
(A06 B03 Bll) (A06 B03 B12) 
(A06 B04 BO?) (A06 B04 BOB) 
(A06 B04 Bll) (A06 B04 B12) 
(A06 B05 BO?) (A06 B05 BOB) 
(A06 B05 Bll) (A06 B05 B12) 
(A06 BO? B14) (A06 BO? B15) 
(A06 BO? B17 ) (A06 BO? B1B) 
(A06 BOB B14) (A06 B08 B15) 
(A06 BOB Bl?) (A06 BOB B18) 
(A06 Bll B14) (A06 Bll B15) 
(A06 Bll Bl?) (A06 Bll B1B) 
(A06 B12 B14 ) (A06 B12 B15) 
(A06 B12 Bl ?) (A06 B12 B18) 
* Bi Cj (i = Ol, ••• ,lB; (BOl B08 B13) (BOl B08 B16) 
j = 01,02,03) (BOl B09 B14) (BOl B09 B18) 
(BOl B10 B14) (BOl B10 B18) 
(BOl B12 B13) (BOl B12 B16) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 21 (continued) 
(B02 B07 B14) (B02 B07 B18) 
(B02 BOB B15) (B02 B08 B17) 
(B02 Bll B14) (B02 Bll B18) 
(B02 B12 B15) (B02 B12 B17) 
(B03 B07 B13) (B03 B07 B16) 
(B03 B09 B15) (B03 B09 B17) 
(B03 BIO B15) (B03 BIO B17) 
(B03 Bll B13) (B03 Bll B16) 
(B04 B07 B13) (B04 B07 B16) 
(B04 B09 B15) (B04 B09 B17) 
(B04 BIO B15) (B04 BIO B17 ) 
(B04 Bll B13) (B04 Bll B16) 
(B05 BOB B13) (B05 B08 B16) 
(B05 B09 B14) (B05 B09 B18) 
(B05 BIO B14) (B05 BIO BIB) 
(B05 B12 B13) (B05 B12 B16) 
(B06 B07 B14) (B06 B07 B18) 
(B06 B08 B15) (B06 B08 B17) 
(B06 Bll B14) (B06 Bll BIB) 
(B06 B12 B15) (B06 B12 B17) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 23 
* AOI A02 B1 Cj 
(i :: 01, ••• ,18; 
j :: 01,02,03) 
* AOI A03 B1 Cj 
(1 :: 01,. 00 ,18; 
j :: 01,02,03) 
* AOI A06 B1 Cj 
(1 :: 01,00.,18; 
j :: 01,02,03) 
(A02 B02 B15) (A02 B02 B17 ) 
(A02 B03 B15) (A02 B03 B17) 
(A02 B04 B15) (A02 B04 B17 ) 
(A02 B06 B15) (A02 B06 B17) 
(A02 B08 B15) (A02 B08 B17) 
(A02 B09 B15) (A02 B09 B17) 
(A02 BI0 B15) (A02 BI0 B17) 
(A02 B12 B15) (A02 B12 B17) 
(A03 B03 B07 ) (A03 B03 B09) 
(A03 B03 B10 ) (A03 B03 Ell) 
(A03 B03 B13) (A03 B03 B15) 
(A03 B03 B16) (A03 B03 B17) 
(A03 B04 B07) (A03 B04 B09) 
(A03 B04 BI0) (A03 B04 Bll) 
(A03 B04 B13) (A03 B04 B15) 
(A03 B04 B16) (A03 B04 B17) 
(A06 BOI B09) (A06 BOI BlO) 
(A06 B03 B09) (A06 B03 BlO) 
(A06 B04 B09) (A06 B04 BI0) 
(A06 B05 B09) (A06 B05 BI0) 
(A06 B07 B16) (A06 Boa B16) 
(A06 B09 B14) (A06 B09 B15) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY THREE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 23 (continued) 
Order 27 
Ai Bj Ck 
(1 = 01, ••• ,06; 
j = 01, ••• ,18 
k = 01,02,03) 
(A06 B09 B16) (A06 B09 B17) 
(A06 B09 B18) (A06 BI0 B14) 
(A06 BI0 B15) (A06 BI0 B16) 
(A06 BI0 B17) (A06 BI0 B18) 
(A06 Bl1 B16) (A06 B12 B16) 
(A02. Ao3 Bi), i = 01,,,,,,, ,18 
(A02 A04 Bi), i = 01,.".,18 
(A02 A05 Bi), i = 01,0 •• ,18 
(A02 Ao6 Bi), i = 01,,, •• ,18 
(A03 A04 Bi)' i = 01,00.,18 
(A03 A05 Bi), i = 01,,, .• ,18 
(A03 A06 Bi), i = 01, ••. ,18 
(A04 A06 Bi), i = 01,.".,18 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS 
Order .2 
BOI B02 B03 COl CO2 
BOI B02 B04 COl CO2 
* BOI B02 COl C02 C03 
BOI B04 B14 COl CO2 
* BOI B07 Cal C02 C03 
BOI B14 B15 C02 C03 
* BOI B14 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B08 COl CO2 
* B02 B06 COl CO2 C03 
B02 B08 B09 COl C03 
* B02 B13 COl CO2 C03 
* B02 B08 COl C02 C03 
B07 B08 B09 COl C03 
B07 B08 BIO COl C03 
B07 BIO B13 COl C03 
Order 4 
* BOI B02 COl C02 
* B02 B13 C02 C03 
* B02 COl CO2 C03 
* B07 Bo8 COl C03 
* B13 B14 CO2 C03 
(BOI B02 B03 CO2) 
(BOI B02 B04 CO2) 
(BOI B02 COl C03) 
(BOI B04 B14 Cal) 
(BOI B07 COl CO2) 
(BOI B14 B15 C03) 
(BOI B14 COl C03) 
(B02 B03 B08 CO2) 
(B02 B06 COl C03) 
(B02 B08 B09 C03) 
(B02 B13 COl CO2) 
(B02 B08 C02 C03) 
(B07 B08 B09 C03) 
(B07 B08 BIO COl) 
(B07 BIO B13 COl) 
(BOI B07 COl C03) 
(B02 B06 C02 C03) 
~.'" '" 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
BO? Bl3 BI? C02 C03 
* B07 B13 COl C02 C03 
BOa BIO Bl3 COl C03 
* B08 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 C02 C03 
Bl3 Bl4 BI? C02 C03 
Order 6 
BOI B02 B03 B04 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 BOB COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B04 Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B02 B04 COl C02 C03 
* BOI B02 B05 COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B04 Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B03 B04 COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B08 COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOI B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
* BOI B05 B14 COl C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bl5 Bl7 CO2 C03 
BOI B07 Bl5 COl C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
(BO? B13 B17 C02) 
(B07 Bl3 COl C02) 
(Boa BIO Bl3 COl) 
(BOS Bl4 COl C03) (BOB Bl4 C02 C03) 
(B13 Bl4 Bl5 C03) 
(B13 Bl4 Bl7 C02) 
(BOI B02 B03 B04) 
(BOI B02- B08 C02) 
(BOI B02 B03 C03) 
(BOI B02 Bl4 COl) 
(BOI B02 B04 C03) 
(BOI B02 B05 C03) 
(BOI B03 B04 B14) 
(BOI B03 B04 C03) 
(BOI B03 C02 C03) 
(BOI B03 Bl4 C03) 
(BOI B04 Bl4 C03) 
(BOI B05 Bl4 C03) 
(BOI B07 Bl5 B17) 
(BOI B07 Bl5 COl) 
(BOI B07 Bl7 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELE1ffiNTS (continued) 
Qrder 6 (continued) 
BOI B13 B14 B15 C02 C03 (BOI B13 B14 C03) 
BOI B14 B15 B17 C02 C03 (BOI B14 B15 B17) 
BOI B14 B15 COl C02 C03 (BOI B14 B15 COl) 
BOI B14 B17 COl C02 C03 (BOI B14 B17 COl) 
BOI B15 B17 COl C02 C03 (BOI B15 B17 COl) 
B02 B03 B04 COl CO2 C03 (B02 B03 B04 C03 ) 
B02 B03 BOB COl C02 C03 (B02 B03 BOB C03) 
B02 B04 BOB COl C02 C03 (B02 B04 BOB C03) 
B02 B07 BOB B09 COl C03 (B02 B07 BOB C03) 
B02 B07 B09 COl C02 C03 (B02 B07 C02 C03) 
B02 BOB B09 COl C02 C03 (B02 BOB B09 CO2) 
B02 BOB B09 BIO COl C03 (B02 BOB BIO CO2) 
B02 BOB BIO COl C02 C03 (B02 BOB B09 BlO) 
B02 B09 BIO COl C02 C03 (B02 B09 BIO C03) (B02 B09 BIO CO2) 
B02 B09 BIO B13 COl C03 (B02 B09 BIO B13) 
B02 B09 B13 COl C02 C03 (B02 B09 B13 CO2) 
B02 BIO B13 COl C02 C03 (B02 BIO B13 CO2) 
B03 B04 BOB B14 COl CO2 (B03 B04 BOB B14) 
B03 B04 BOB COl C02 C03 (B03 B04 BOB C03) 
B03 B04 B14 COl C02 C03 (B03 B04 B14 C03) 
B03 BOB B14 COl C02 C03 (B03 B08 B14 C03) 
B04 BOB B14 COl C02 C03 (B04 BOB B14 C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
B07 Boa B09 BIO COl C03 
B07 BOS B09 COl C02 C03 
B07 BOS BIO B13 COl C03 
B07 Boa BIO COl C02 C03 
B07 B09 BIO B13 COl C03 
B07 B09 BIO COl C02 C03 
B07 B09 B13 COl C02 C03 
B07 BIO B13 COl C02 C03 
B07 B13 B14 B17 C02 C03 
B07 B13 B15 B17 C02 C03 
B07 B13 B15 COl C02 C03 
B07 B13 B17 COl C02 C03 
B07 B15 B17 COl C02 C03 
Boa B09 BIO COl C02 C03 
B09 BIO B13 COl C02 C03 
B13 B14 B15 B17 C02 C03 
B13 B14 B15 COl C02 C03 
B13 B14 B17 COl C02 C03 
B14 B15 B17 COl C02 C03 
(B07 BOB, B09 BIO) 
(B07 Boa B09 C02) 
(B07 Boa B13 COl) 
(B07 BOS BIO C02) 
(B07 B09 BIO B13) 
(B07 B09 BIO C02) 
(B07 B09 B13 C02) 
(B07 BIO B13 C02) 
(B07 B13 B14 C02) 
(B07 B13 B15 B17) 
(B07 B13 B15 COl) 
(B07 B13 B17 COl) 
(B07 B15 B17 COl) 
(B08 B09 BIO C02) 
(B09 BIO B13 C02) 
(B13 B14 B15 B17) 
(B13 B14 B15 COl) 
(B13 B14 B17 COl) 
(B14 B15 B17 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 7 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B08 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 B04 Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 B08 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B04 BOB COl C02 C03 
BOI B03 B04 BOB Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B03 BOB Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOI BOZ Bl3 Bl5 COl C02 C03 
BOI BOZ Bl4 Bl5 BIZ C02 C03 
BOI BOZ Bl4 BIZ COl C02 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 BIZ C02 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 COl C02 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl5 BIZ COl C02 C03 
(A02 BOI COl C02) 
(A02 BOI COl C03 ) 
(A02 BOZ COl CO2 ) 
(A02 BOZ COl C03 ) 
(A03 BOB COl C03) 
(A03 BOB C02 C03) 
(A03 Bl4 C02 C03) 
(A03 Bl4 COl C03) 
(A06 B02 COl C02) 
(A06 B02 CO2 C03 ) 
(BOI B02 B04 BOB) 
(BOI B02 B03 B14) 
(BOI B02 BOB C03) 
(BOI B02 Bl4 C03) 
(BOI B04 BOB C03) 
(BOI B04 B08 B14) 
(BOI B08 Bl4 C03) 
(BOI BOZ Bl3 COl) 
(BOI BOZ Bl4 B15) 
(B)l BOZ Bl4 COl) 
(BOI Bl3 Bl4 BIZ) 
(BOI Bl3 Bl4 COl) 
(BOI Bl3 BIZ COl) 
B5 
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
B02 B03 B04 BOB Bl4 COl C02 
B02 B03 B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
B02 B04 BoB Bl4 COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 BOB B09 BIO COl C03 
B02 B07 BOB B09 COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 B09 BIO Bl3 COl C03 
B02 B07 B09 BIO COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 B09 Bl3 COl C02 C03 
B02 BOB B09 BIO Bl3 COl C03 
B02 BOS BIO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
B07 BoB B09 BIO Bl3 COl C03 
B07 B08 BIO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
B07 Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 C02 C03 
B07 Bl3 Bl4 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
B08 B09 BIO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
Order 8 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B08 
Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B03 B04 B05 B14 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B07 Bl3 Bl4 B15 
Bl7 C02 C03 
(B02 B03 BOB B14) 
(B02 B03 Bl4 C03) 
(B02 BOS Bl4 B03) 
(B02 B07 BOB BIO) 
(B02 B07 BOS C02) 
(B02 B07 BIO B13) 
(B02 B07 BIO C02) 
(B02 B07 Bl3 C02) 
(B02 BOB B09 B13) 
(B02 BoB Bl3 C02) 
(B07 BOB B09 B13) 
(B07 BoB Bl3 C02) 
(B07 Bl3 Bl4 B15) 
(B07 Bl3 Bl4 COl) 
(BOB B09 Bl3 C02) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 8 (continued) 
BOI B07 Bl3 Bl5 Bl6 
Bl7 C02 C03 
BOI Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 Bl8 
COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 B08 
COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 B08 B09 BIO 
Bl3 COl C03 
B02 B08 B09 BIO Bl2 
COl C02 C03 
B07 B09 BIO BII Bl3 
COl C02 C03 
B07 Bl3 Bl5 B16 Bl7 
COl C02 C03 
Order...,2 
AOI A02 BOI B07 B15 
Bl7 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A02 Bl3 B14 Bl6 
Bl8 COl C02 C03 
(BOI B07 Bl3 B16) 
(BOI Bl5 Bl8 COl) 
(B03 B06 B08 C03) (B04 B06 B08 C03) 
(B02 B07 B08 B13) 
(B02 B09 Bl2 CO2) (B02 BIO Bl2 CO2) 
(B09 BII Bl3 CO2) (BIO BII Bl3 CO2 ) 
(B07 Bl5 Bl6 COl) (B07 Blo Bl7 COl) 
(Ao2 BOI Bl5 COl) (A02 BOI Bl7 COl) 
(A02 B07 Bl5 COl) (A02 B07 Bl7 COl) 
(Ao2 Bl3 COl C02) (A02 Bl3 COl C03) 
(A02 Bl4 COl C02) (A02 Bl4 COl C03) 
(A02 Bl6 COl C03) (A02 Bl6 COl C02) 
(A02 Bl8 COl C03) (Ao2 Bl8 COl C02) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 9 (continued) 
* AOI A03 BOI B02 B05 
B06 COl C02 C03 
AOI A03 B03 B04 B08 
Bl4 COl C02 C03 
AOI A06 B02 B09 BIO 
Bl3 COl C02 C03 
* AOI AOo BO? BOB BII 
Bl2 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 
B06 COl C02 C03 
* BOI B02 B03 BO? BOB 
B09 COl C02 C03 
(A03 BOI COl C03) (A03 BOI CO2 C03) 
(A03 B02 COl C03 ) (A03 B02 C02 C03 ) 
(A03 B05 COl C03) (A03 B05 C02 C03 ) 
(A03 B06 COl C03 ) CA03 B06 CO2 C03 ) 
(A03 B03 BOB C03 ) (A03 B03 Bl4 C03 ) 
(A03 B04 BOB C03) (A03 B04 Bl4 C03) 
(A06 B02 B09 C02) (A06 B02 BIO C02) 
(A06 B09 Bl3 C02) (A06 BIO Bl3 C02) 
(A06 BO? COl C02) (Ac6 BO? C02 C03) 
(A06 BOB COl C02) (Ac6 JOB C02 C03) 
(A06 BII COl CO2) (A06 BII CO2 C03) 
(A06 Bl2 COl C02) (A06 Bl2 C02 C03) 
(BOI B03 B06 C03) (BOI B04 B06 C03) 
(B02 B03 B05 C03) (B02 B04 B05 C03) 
(B03 B05 B06 C03 ) (B04 B05 B06 C03 ) 
(BOI B03 B09 C02) (BOI B03 B09 C03) 
(BOI BOB B09 C02) (BOI BOB B09 C03) 
(B02 B03 BO? C02) (B02 B03 BO? C03) 
(B03 BO? B09 C02) (B03 BO? B09 C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order ~ (continued) 
* BOl B02 B04 B13 B14 
B15 COl C02 C03 
BOl B03 B04 B05 Bo8 
B14 COl C02 C03 
BOl BO? B13 B15 B16 
Bl? COl C02 C03 
BOl BO? B14 B15 Bl? 
B18 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 B06 B08 
B14 COl C02 C03 
B02 BO? B08 B09 BIO 
Bll B12 COl C03 
B02 BO? B09 B10 Bll 
B13 COl C02 {03 
B02 BO? B09 B10 Bll 
B13 COl C02 C03 
B02 B08 B09 B10 B12 
B13 COl C02 C03 
(BOl B04 B13 COl) (BOl B04 B13 C03) 
(B02 B04 B15 COl) (B02 B04 B15 C03) 
(B02 B14 B15 COl) (B02 B14 B15 C03) 
(B04 B13 B15 COl) (B04 B13 B15 C03) 
(B05 Bo8 B14 C03) 
(B02 BO? B09 B12) (B02 BO? B10 B12) 
(B02 B08 B09 Bll) (B02 B09 Bll B12) 
(B02 B08 B10 Bll) (B02 B10 Bll B12) 
(B02 Bll B13 CO2 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 2 (continued) 
B07 B08 B09 BIO BII 
B12 COl C02 C03 
* B07 BOB BIO B13 B14 
B17 COl C02 C03 
Bl3 B14 B15 Bl6 Bl7 
BIB COl C02 C03 
Order 10 
BOI B02 B03 B04 
BOS' B06 Boa 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 
BOS' B06 Boa 
Bl4 COl C02 
BOI B02 B03 B04 
BOS' B06 B12 
COl C02 C03 
(B07 B09 B12 C02) (B07 BIO B12 C02) 
(Boa B09 BII Co2) (Boa BIO BII Co2) 
(B09 Bll B12 C02) (BIO BII B12 C02) 
(BO? BIO B14 COl) (B07 BIO Bl4 C02) 
(Boa BIO Bl7 COl) (BOB BIO Bl7 CO2 ) 
(BOB Bl3 Bl7 COl) (Boa Bl3 Bl7 Co2) 
(BIO Bl4 Bl7 COl) (BIO Bl4 Bl7 Co2) 
(B13 Bl5 BIB COl) (B13 Bl7 Bla COl) 
(B14 BIS' Bl6 COl) (B14 Bl6 Bl7 COl) 
(B15 Bl6 BIB COl) (B16 Bl7 Bl8 COl) 
(BOI B06 BOB C03 ) (B02 BOS' BOB C03) 
(BOS' B06 BOB C03) 
(BOI B06 BoB B14) (B02 B05 BOB B14) 
(BOS' BOo BOB B14) 
(BOI B03 B06 B12) (BOI B04 B06 B12) 
(B02 B03 BOS' B12) (B02 B04 BOS' B12) 
(B03 BOS' B06 B12 ) (B04 BOS' B06 B12 ) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Orde~IO (continued) 
BOI B02 B03 B04 
B05 B06 Bl4 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 
B05 B06 BIB 
COl C02 C03 
BOI B05 BO? BII 
Bl5 Bl6 BI? 
COl C02 C03 
BOI BO? Bl3 Bl4 
Bl5 Bl6 BI? 
BIB C02 C03 
BOI Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 
Bl6 BI? BIB 
COl CO2 C03 
B02 BO? BOB B09 
BIO BII Bl2 
Bl3 COl C03 
B02 BO? BOB B09 
BIO BII Bl2 
COl C02 C03 
(BOI BII Bl5 B16) (BOI BII Bl6 BI?) 
(B05 BO? Bl5 B16) (B05 BO? Bl6 B17) 
(B05 BII Bl5 B16) (B05 BII Bl6 BI ?) 
(BOI BO? Bl4 B16) (BOI BO? Bl6 BIB) 
(B02 BO? Bl2 B13) (B02 BOB BII B13) 
(B02 BII Bl2 B13) 
(B02 BO? Bl2 C02) (B02 B08 BII C02) 
(B02 BII Bl2 C02) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 10 (continued) 
B07 BoB B09 B10 
B11 B12 B13 
COl C02 C03 
B07 B13 B14 B15 
B16 B17 B1B 
COl C02 C03 
Order 11 
(B07 B12 B13 C02) (BOB B11 B13 C02) 
(B11 B12 B13 CO2 ) 
(B07 B13 B18 COl) (B07 B14 B16 COl) 
(B07 B16 B18 COl) 
* A01 A02 B01 B02 B03 B07 
BOB B09 COl CO2 C03 
(A02 B01 B02 CO2 ) (A02 BOl B02 C03 ) 
(A02 B01 B03 C02) (A02 B01 B03 C03) 
(A02 B01 BOB C02) (A02 B01 B08 C03) 
(A02 B01 B09 C02) (A02 B01 B09 C03) 
(A02 B02 B07 CO2 ) (A02 B02 B07 C03 ) 
(A02 B03 B07 CO2 ) (A02 B03 B07 C03) 
(A02 B07 BOB CO2) (A02 B07 B08 C03 ) 
(A02 B07 B09 C02) (A02 B07 B09 C03) 
A01 A02 B13 B14 B15 B16 
B17 B18 COl C02 C03 
(A02 B13 B15 COl) (A02 B13 B17 COl) 
(A02 B14 B15 COl) (A02 B14 B17 COl) 
(A02 B15 B16 COl) (A02 B15 B1B COl) 
(A02 B16 B17 COl) (A02 B17 B18 COl) 
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SUBSEMIGROt~S OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 11 (continued) 
AOI A03 BOI B02 B03 B04 
B05 B06 COl C02 C03 
* AOI A03 BO? BOB BIO B13 
B14 B17 COl CO2 C03 
* AOI A06 BOI B02 B04 B13 
B14 B15 COl C02 C03 
AOI A06 BO? BOB B09 BIO 
Bll B12 COl CO2 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 
BOB B12 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 
B12 B14 COl C02 C03 
(A03 BOI B03 C03) (A03 BOI B04 C03) 
(A03 B02 B03 C03) (A03 B02 B04 C03) 
(A03 B03 B05 C03 ) (A03 B03 B06 C03 ) 
(A03 B04 B05 C03 ) (A03 B04 B06 C03 ) 
(A03 AO? B08 COl) (A03 BO? B08 CO2 ) 
(A03 BO? B14 COl) (A03 BO? B14 C02) 
(A03 BOB BIO COl) (A03 BOB BIO CO2) 
(A03 BOB B13 COl) (A03 BOB B13 C02) 
(Ao3 BOB Bl? COl) (A03 BOB Bl? C02) 
(A03 BIO B14 COl) (A03 BIO B14 C02) 
(A03 B13 B14 COl) (A03 B13 B14 CO2) 
(A03 B14 Bl? COl) (A03 B14 Bl? C02) 
(A06 BOI B06 C03 ) (A06 BOI B13 C03 ) 
(A06 B09 Bll CO2 ) (A06 B09 B12 CO2) 
(A06 BIO Bll CO2) (A06 BIO B12 CO2 ) 
(A06 BO? B09 CO2 ) (A06 BO? BIO CO2 ) 
(A06 BOB B09 CO2) (A06 BOB BIO CO2) 
(BOI B06 BOB B12) (B02 B05 BOB B12) 
(B05 B06 BOB B12) 
(BOI B06 B14 C03) (B02 B05 B14 C03) 
(B05 B06 B14 C03) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 11 (continued) 
BOl B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 
B14 B1B COl CO2 C03 
BOl B02 B03 B04 BOB B12 
B14 B1B COl C02 C03 
BOl B05 B07 Bll B13 B14 
B15 B17 COl C02 C03 
BOl B07 B13 B14 B15 B16 
B17 B1B COl CO2 C03 
B02 B06 B07 BOB B09 B10 
Bll B12 COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B07 BOB B09 B10 
B13 B16 COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 B07 B09 B10 Bll 
B13 B16 COl CO2 C03 
B02 B07 BOB B09 B10 Bll 
B12 B13 COl C02 C03 
B07 BOB B09 B10 Bll B12 
B13 B16 COl CO2 C03 
(BOl B06 B14 B18) (B02 B05 B14 B18) 
(B05 B06 B14 B1B) 
(BOl B02 BOB B1B) (BOl B02 B12 B14) 
(BOl B02 B12 BIB) 
(BOl Bll B13 B14) (B05 B07 B13 B14) 
(B05 BIl B13 B14) 
(BOl B07 B14 B16) (BOl B07 B13 B1B) 
(BOl B07 B16 B18) 
(B02 B06 B07 B12 ) (B02 B06 BOB Bll ) 
(B02 B06 BIl B12) (B06 B07 BOB Bll) 
(B06 B07 BOB B12) (B06 B07 B09 B12) 
(B06 B09 Bll B12 ) (B06 B07 B10 B12) 
(B06 BOB B09 Bll ) (B06 BOB B09 B12 ) 
(B02 B07 BOB B16) (B06 B07 BOB B13) 
(B06 B07 BOB B16) 
(B02 B1I B13 B16) (B02 B06 B07 B13) 
(B02 B06 B07 B16) (B02 B06 BII B13) 
(B02 B06 Bll B16) 
(B02 B07 B12 B13) (B02 BOB Bll B13) 
(B02 Bll B12 B13) 
(B07 B10 B12 B16) (BOB B09 B1I B16) 
(BOB B10 Bll B16) (B09 B1I B12 B16) 
(B10 Bll B12 B16) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOun ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 11 (continued) 
B07 Bll B13 B14 B15 B16 
B17 BIS COl C02 C03 
Order 13 
AOI A02 BOI B07 B13 
B14 Bl5 B16 B17 
BIS COl C02 C03 
AOI A03 BOI B02 B03 
B04 B05 BOo BOS 
B14 COl C02 C03 
AOI A06 B02 B07 BOS 
B09 BIO Bll B12 
B13 COl C02 C03 
BOI B02 B03 B04 B05 
BOb BOS B12 B14 
BIS COl C02 C03 
(Bll B13 B14 B16) (Bll B14 B16 BlS) 
(Bll B14 B15 B16) (Bll BI5 B16 BlS) 
(Bll Bl4 B16 B17) (Bll B16 B17 BIS) 
(A02 BOI B13 COl) (A02 BOI B14 COl) 
(A02 BOI B16 COl) (A02 BOI B18 COl) 
(A02 B07 B13 COl) (A02 B07 B14 COl) 
(A02 B07 Bl6 COl) (A02 B07 BIS COl) 
(A03 BOI BOS C03) (A03 BOI B14 C03 ) 
(A03 B02 BOS C03) (A03 B02 B14 C03) 
(A03 B05 BOS C03) (A03 B05 BI4 C03) 
(A03 B06 BOS C03) (A03 Bo6 B14 C03) 
(A06 B02 B07 C02) (A06 B02 BOS C02) 
(AOb B02 Bll CO2 ) (A06 B02 B12 CO2 ) 
(Aoo B07 Bl3 CO2) (A06 BOS B13 C02) 
(A06 Bll B13 C02) (A06 Bl2 Bl3 C02) 
(BOI B06 BOS BlS) (BOI B06 B12 BI4) 
(BOI B06 Bl2 BIS) (B02 B05 B12 B14) 
(B02 B05 BOS BIS) (B02 B05 B12 BIS) 
(B05 B06 BOS BlS) (B05 Bo6 Bl2 B14) 
(B05 B06 B12 BIS) (B02 B06 B12 B14) 
(B02 Bo6 Bl2 BlS) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FOUR ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 13 (continued) 
BOI B05 BO? Bll B13 
B14 B15' B16 Bl? 
BIB COl C02 C03 
B02 B06 BO? BOB B09 
BIO Bll B12 B13 
B16 COl C02 C03 
(BOI Bll B13 BIB) (BOI Bll B14 B16) 
(BOI Bll B16 BIB) (B05 Bll B13 BIB) 
(BO, Bll B14 BIb) (B05' Bll BI6 BIB) 
(B05 BO? B13 BIB) (BO, BO? B14 B16) 
(B05 BO? B16 BIB) (B05 Bll B13 BIB) 
(B05 Bll B14 B16) (B05 Bll B16 BIB) 
(B02 BOB Bll B16) (B02 BO? B12 B16) 
(B06 BO? B12 B13) (B06 BO? B12 B16) 
(B02 Bll B12 B16) (B06 Bll B12 B13) 
(B06 BOB Bll B13) (B06 Bll B12 B13) 
(B06 BOB Bll B16) (B02 BO? B12 B16) 
(B02 Bll B12 B16) 
SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FIVE ELEMENTS 
Order Z 
BOl B02 B03 B04 COl C02 C03 
BOl B03 B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOl BOZ Bl5 BlZ COl C02 C03 
BOl Bl4 Bl5 BlZ COl C02 C03 
B02 BOB B09 BlO COl C02 C03 
B02 B09 BlO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
B03 B04 BOB Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BO? BOS B09 BlO COl C02 C03 
BOZ BOB BlO Bl3 COl C02 C03 
BOZ B09 BlO B13 COl C02 C03 
BO? Bl3 Bl4 Bl? COl C02 C03 
BOZ Bl3 Bl5 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 BlZ COl C02 C03 
Order B 
BOl B02 B03 B04 BOB COl C02 C03 
BOl B02 B03 B04 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOl B03 B04 B08 Bl4 COl C02 C03 
BOl B07 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
BOl Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 COl C02 C03 
B02 B03 B04 BOS Bl4 COl C02 C03 
B02 B07 BOB B09 BlO COl C02 C03 
(BOl B02 B03 B04 C03) 
(BOl B03 B04 Bl4 C03) 
(BOl BO? Bl5 BlZ COl') 
(BOl Bl4 Bl5 BlZ COl) 
(B02 B08 B09 BlO C02) 
(B02 B09 BlO Bl3 C02) 
(B03 B04 BOS Bl4 C03) 
(BO? B08 B09 BlO C02) 
(B07 B08 Bl3 COl C02) 
(B07 B09 BIO Bl3 C02) 
(B07 Bl3 Bl4 COl C02) 
(B07 Bl3 Bl5 Bl7 COl) 
(Bl3 Bl4 Bl5 Bl7 COl) 
(BOl B02 B04 BOS C03) 
(BOl B02 B03 Bl4 C03) 
(BOl B04 BOB Bl4 C03) 
(BOl B07 Bl4 Bl5 COl) 
(BOl Bl3 Bl4 Bl7 COl) 
(B02 B03 B08 Bl4 C03) 
(B02 B07 B08 BlO C02) 
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SUBSEMIGROUPS OF T3 GENERATED BY FIVE ELEMENTS (continued) 
Order 8 (continued) 
B02 BO? B09 B10 B13 COl C02 C03 
B02 B08 B09 B10 B13 COl C02 C03 
BO? B08 B09 B10 B13 COl C02 C03 
BO? B13 B14 B15 Bl? COl C02 C03 
Order 2 
(B02 BO? B10 B13 C02) 
(B02 B08 B09 B13 C02) 
(BO? B08 B09 B13 C02) 
(BO? B13 B14 B15 COl) 
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BOl B02 B03 B04 BOB B14 COl CO2 C03 (BOl B02 BOB B14 C03 ) 
BOl BO? B13 B14 B15 Bl? COl C02 C03 (BOl BO? B13 B14 COl) 
B02 BO? B08 B09 B10 B13 COl C02 C03 (B02 BO? B08 B13 C02) 
Order 10 
B02 BO? B08 B09 
B10 Bll B12 
COl C02 C03 
(B02 BO? B09 B12 C02) (B02 BO? B10 B12 C02) 
(B02 B08 B09 Bll C02) (B02 B09 Bll B12 C02) 
(B02 BOB B10 Bll C02) (B02 B10 Bll B12 C02) 
Order 11 
BOl B02 B03 B04 B05 B06 
B08 B14 COl C02 C03 
B02 Be7 B08 B09 B10 Bll 
B12 B13 COl C02 C03 
(BOl B06 B08 B14 C03) 
(B02 B05 BOB B14 C03) 
(B05 B06 BOB B14 C03) 
(B02 B07 B12 B13 C02) 
(B02 B08 Bll B13 C02) 
(B02 Bll B12 B13 C02) 
